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A method to calculate the flux-surface-averaged anisotropy (the second Legendre
order) in the slowing down velocity distribution of the fast ions generated by tan-
gentially injected neutral beams is shown. This component is required for (1) per-
pendicular and parallel currents in MHD equilibrium calculations including the fast
ions’ pressure, (2) the anisotropic heating analyses on the thermalized target plasma
species, and (3) the classical and the Pfirsch-Schlüter radial transport of both the
thermalized target plasma species and the fast ions themselves. For including the
parallel guiding center motion effect in non-symmetric toroidal configurations such
as stellarators and heliotrons, the adjoint equation and the eigenfunctions are ap-
plied. In contrast to the previously investigated configuration dependence of the first
Legendre order as the momentum input to the target plasma species, a quite different
dependence of the second Legendre order on the magnetic field strength modulation
B (θ, ζ) on the magnetic flux-surfaces is found. Even in a low energy range of the
slowing down velocity distribution, the deviation (reduction) of the anisotropy from
a result neglecting the orbit effect is proportional to 1− ⟨B⟩ /Bmax.
PACS numbers: 52.25.Dg, 52.25.Fi, 52.25.Xz, 52.30.Cv, 52.30.Ex, 52.50.Gj, 52.55.Hc,
52.65.Ff
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In both present experiment devices for the fusion interest and future burning core plas-
mas in reactors the fast ions play roles as sources of particle, momentum, and energy for
thermal particles. In particular, after the development of the charge exchange recombi-
nation spectroscopy,1,2 determination of the velocity distribution of the thermalized ions
(H,D,T,He,C, etc.) including this momentum input has been regarded as an important
physics issue.2 This kind of present study also is a step toward the future study on the
burning core. By a recent development of the neoclassical theory for general non-symmetric
toroidal configurations that is expandable for multi-ion-species plasmas,3–5 we now can con-
sistently calculate various drift orbits effect in the 3-dimensional real space and collisional
non-diagonal couplings between various thermal particles. The inclusion of the parallel
momentum input due to the NB (neutral beam)-produced fast ions in this framework was
recently conducted and its result successfully explained the experimentally measured impu-
rity flow velocity.6
The present study in this paper is motivated by following different contributions of the
NB-produced fast ions:
(1) Fast ions’ particle flux nfuf ≡
∫
vffd3v as a component of the plasma current J ≡∑
a
eanaua in the MHD equilibrium is non-negligible not only for the surface-averaged parallel
current ⟨B · J⟩ determining the rotational transform but also for the Pfirsch-Schlüter (P-S)





the surface-averaging operation for the poloidal angle θ, and the toroidal angle ζ in appropri-
ately chosen flux-surface coordinates (s, θ, ζ) with the Jacobian √g ≡ [(∇s×∇θ) · (∇ζ)]−1.
This modification of the shifts by high-energy tangential NBIs is already recognized in
various experiments.7,8 This is one reason for which we investigate tangential NBIs first not
only for their flow driving effect but also for their effect on the MHD equilibrium. The
anisotropic-pressure MHD equilibrium is defined as a state that includes particle species






> 0. This definition of the
“anisotropic-pressure species”is based on the magnetic field curvature effects b · ∇ lnB and
b · ∇b ∼= ∇⊥ lnB for the unit vector b ≡ B/B that are included in the parallel and the
perpendicular force balances.9 In the tangential NBI operations, the P-S current becomes
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(2p⊥a + p∥a)/3 while
the perpendicular current decreases. For constructing equilibrium10,11 and red stability12–15
theories regarding this situation and for executing such calculations, we should know the
pressure moments p∥f, p⊥f of the fast ions’ anisotropic gyro-phase-averaged velocity distribu-
tion f f (x, v, ξ) correctly. Hereafter, ξ ≡ v∥/v is the cosine of the pitch-angle in the spherical
velocity coordinates.
(2) An anisotropic heating for the thermalized target plasma species is another effect of
the anisotropic velocity distribution f f (x, v, ξ). The usual isotropic heating power source
term
∫
v2Caf (faM, ff) d3v is an energy input in usual energy balance analyses, and the


















that is determined by the balance of the friction collision and the
parallel viscosity force. Hereafter, faM (s, v) in the Coulomb collision operators Cab (fa, fb)
or Cba (fb, fa) at the minor radial position s in the flux-surface coordinates system is the
Maxwellian velocity distribution having the surface-averaged density ⟨na⟩ of the species a,












dξ [P2(ξ) = 32ξ
2 − 1
2
: Legendre polynomial of order l = 2] will gen-






> 0 of the
thermalized target species a by a balance with the anisotropy relaxation collision. The
Coulomb collision operator in the neoclassical transport theory is handled based on its
characteristic that the test particle portion Cab (fa, fbM) is a differential operator for the test
particles’ velocity distribution fa (x,v) while the field particle portion Cab (faM, fb) is an
integral operator for the field particles’ fb (x,v). However, the difference between these first
and second Legendre orders is not so large. Therefore, the next step issue after investigating

















since the latter also may generate some experimentally observable changes in the thermal-
ized particles’ velocity distributions. However, the ion flow velocities driven by the beam in
Ref. 6 were subsonic velocities (i.e., small shifts of the Maxwellian velocity distributions)
⟨naua ·B⟩ / ⟨naB⟩ < 10km/s caused by the injection velocity of vb = 2.28Mm/s. Fur-
thermore, it is well-known that the beam driven electron flow (so-called shielding current
component in the beam driven current) is an order of u∥e ≈ Z2f nfu∥f/ (Zeffne).16,17 It also is a
3
small shift of the electrons’ Maxwellian. Because of the aforementioned characteristic of the
Coulomb collision, the thermal/fast ratio of the anisotropy (pf/pa)
∣∣(p∥a − p⊥a) / (p∥f − p⊥f)∣∣
also will not exceed these
∣∣u∥a∣∣ /vb ratios. This qualitative understanding is one reason for
which only the fast ions are regarded as the anisotropic-pressure species, and the thermal-
ized particle species are regarded as the isotropic-pressure species in many previous theories
for the MHD equilibrium.12,13,17 One purpose of this present study is to show a method for
confirming the validity of this assumption quantitatively.




(in particular, the P-S parallel current) is non-negligible, the P-S and the classical radial
particle/energy diffusions (defined in Ref.9) of thermalized particles caused by the friction
(momentum exchange) collision also are modified. This transport process will be important
especially for impurities. Simultaneously, this friction causes also the classical and the P-S
diffusions of fast ions themselves. In past calculations of the f f (x, v, ξ), this kind of radial
transport is often regarded as a higher order of ρf/Lr [ρa : typical circulating orbit deviation




∣∣∣∣−1 : radial gradient scale length]
and is neglected. To investigate the radial transport of fast ions themselves is important
as a confirmation of the validity of these calculations of the f f (x, v, ξ). Analogous to the
calculation of the P-S parallel and the perpendicular currents, this friction calculation also
requires knowledge regarding the anisotropy (the second Legendre order).
The purpose of this study is to show a method to calculate the flux-surface-averaged
anisotropy in the f f (x, v, ξ) of the NB-produced fast ions for these applications. However,
this velocity distribution in non-symmetric toroidal configurations will have a complicated
phase space structure because the non-uniform magnetic field strength B ·∇B ̸= 0 in the 3D
real space makes three types of phase space regions, i.e., circulating, toroidally trapped, and
ripple-trapped regions corresponding to different drift orbits. In the drift kinetic equation
(DKE) for the fast ions, a set of σ ≡ v∥/
∣∣v∥∣∣ = ±1 and λ ≡ µBM/w ≡ (BM/B)v 2⊥/v2 with
the maximum magnetic field strength BM on each flux-surface is used mainly as the pitch-
angle space parameter, rather than ξ ≡ v∥/v = σ (1− λB/BM)1/2. The circulating and the
trapped pitch-angle ranges are defined as 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and 1 < λ ≤ BM/B, respectively. The
latter region consists of the ripple-trapped range 0 ≤ κ2 ≤ 1 and the toroidally trapped
range κ2 > 1 where κ2 is defined by κ2 ≡ {(BM/B0) /λ− (1 + εT − εH)} /(2εH) for stellara-
4
tor/heliotron magnetic fields B/B0 = 1+ εT(s, θ) + εH(s, θ)cos [Lθ −Nζ + γ(s, θ)] with the
volume averaged field strength B0. In both numerical (see references cited in Ref.3) and
analytical18 methods for solving these kinds of kinetic equations, appropriate calculation
methods for the drift orbit and the collision effects must be chosen and used complimentarily
for these pitch-angle ranges, if we need the complete determination of the solution fa (x,v)
in the full phase space regions. From the viewpoint of various effects of the fast ions on the
thermalized target plasma particle species such as that caused by the Coulomb collision or
the direct contribution of nfuf as the component of the current in the MHD equilibrium,
however, we do not need to know the complete structure of ff (x,v) itself. For its pitch- and
gyro-angle space structure that is handled by the spherical harmonic expansion, the Coulomb
collision operator (field particle portion19) Caf (faM, ff) is an integral operator suppressing the
higher Legendre orders, and we should investigate the aforementioned lower Legendre orders
l = 0, 1, 2 (corresponding to the energy input, the momentum input, and the anisotropic
heating, respectively) first. For the MHD equilibrium, we need only to know p∥f + p⊥f,





driven current. On the real space structure of ff (x,v) in this MHD calculation, it should be
emphasized that the construction of the aforementioned flux-surface coordinates system for
the transport analyses is included in the purpose of this calculation. This coordinates system
is constructed for the B,J vector fields basically satisfying ∇·B = ∇·J = B·∇s = J·∇s = 0.









fast ions’ pressure are required9 even if the solution of the DKE for ff (x,v) itself may
have complicated phase space structures. This is a reason why we adopt the adjoint equa-






a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v/B
⟩
integrals with j = 0, 1, 2 of















integrals with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6
of the velocity distribution function (Sec.IV) in this study, instead of direct solution meth-
ods for the ff (x,v) itself such as the previously proposed eigenfunction that is defined for
the full pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B.21
It was found in a previous study9 that the friction moments of the collision between








a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
⟩
in the tangential NBI opera-





̸= 0. This is due to the fast ions’ parallel (to B) guiding center mo-
tion conserving the magnetic moment µ. Analogous to the banana regime parallel vis-
cosity of thermalized particles22,23, a connection of independently determined solutions
for σ = ±1 at v∥ = 0 is used also in the solving procedures of the DKE for the fast





f f(x, v, σ, λ)− f f(x, v,−σ, λ)
]
/2 on the field strength modulation will appear also
in f (even)f ≡
[
f f(x, v, σ, λ) + f f(x, v,−σ, λ)
]
/2. Only one difference from the f (odd)f (x, v, σ, λ)
is that the trapped pitch-angle range 1 < λ ≤ BM/B must be included when we calculate the
anisotropy
∫ 1
−1 P2(ξ)f fdξ. In this previous investigation of f
(odd)
f , we used a direct solving
method for the fast ion DKE. This method was possible since this component exists only
in the circulating pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The mathematical method (eigenfunction)
originally developed for axisymmetric tokamaks24 was easily generalized to non-symmetric
stellarator/heliotron configurations. On the other hand, the
∫ 1
−1 P2(ξ)f fdξ integral as the
purpose of this present study requires f (even)f that can be broadened to the full pitch-angle
range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B by the pitch-angle scattering (PAS) collision during the slowing down
process. Cordey proposed a method for expressing this velocity distribution function using
the eigenfunctions that are defined for the full pitch-angle range.21 However, numerous
analytical approximations assuming axisymmetric tokamaks that can be justified only for⟨
(1−B/BM)1/2
⟩
≪ 1 were used. This method cannot be generalized to non-symmetric
stellarator/heliotron configurations. Instead of that, we shall adopt the adjoint equation





,20 since our purpose is not in the f (even)f (x, v, λ) itself but in some surface-
averaged contributions of the velocity space integrals
∫
d3v of this function. Even though
this adjoint equation also is defined for the full phase space regions (x,v), we need its
solution only at a specific pitch-angle range where the fast ion source exists. For the tan-
gential NBIs, the required solution is that in the circulating pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1,
and thus this method can be commonly used for general toroidal configurations (not only
axisymmetric tokamaks but also non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron devices).
Therefore, the rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec.II, the DKE for the fast
ions in the tangential NBI operations and the adjoint equation method are introduced.






is derived. The application of this formula to the
anisotropic heating analysis is shown in Sec.III. However, an important issue in this section
is a relation of this newly added part in the thermalized particles’ DKE with the previously
studied parts for handling various radial gradient forces and parallel forces. As responses
to these forces, the poloidally and toroidally varying anisotropies p∥a − p⊥a and r∥a − r⊥a
are generated corresponding to the neoclassical viscosities that also have the CGL (Chew-
Goldberger-Low) form πa = (p∥a − p⊥a) (bb− I/3), ra − raI = (r∥a − r⊥a) (bb− I/3) with
the unit tensor I. The generation of these velocity distribution components is complicated
rather for the thermalized particles than for the fast ions in Sec.II, since the thermalized
particles’ velocity distribution is strongly affected by the field particle portion Cab (faM, fb1)
in the linearized collision operator as a coupling between DKEs for different particle species,
and the E×B drift due to the ambipolar radial electric field −∂Φ/∂s. The collision and the
drift approximations must be appropriately chosen for these components. This difference
between the fast ions and the thermalized particles will be discussed in Sec.III. In Sec.IV,
methods for calculating the parallel and the perpendicular flow moments of the fast ions and
various fiction integrals caused by them are shown for the P-S and the classical diffusions
of both thermalized particles and the fast ions themselves. The nfuf in the current caused
by the fast ions’ anisotropic pressure also will be obtained by a method in this section. The
summary is given in Sec.V. In these discussions, the knowledge regarding the perpendicular
and the parallel particle/energy fluxes (in particular, that on the solubility condition of
the parallel fluxes) of general particle species with non-negligible anisotropies is required.
This explanation is given in Appendix A. The anisotropic heating analysis in Sec.III utilizes
the Braginskii’s matrix expression of the anisotropy relaxation collision based on the three
terms Laguerre expansion. The required matrix elements are summarized in Appendix B.
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II. ADJOINT EQUATION FOR INCLUDING FAST IONS’ PARALLEL
GUIDING CENTER MOTION EFFECTS








+ Sf(s, v, σ, λ),









In this section, we shall investigate the 0th order of ρf/Lr ∝ ⟨B⟩−1 in the gyro-phase-averaged
velocity distribution f f (x, v, σ, λ) by using this equation excluding the perpendicular guiding






b×∇lnB. Although we also will investigate
the poloidal/toroidal variations of the 1st Legendre order moment
∫ 1
−1 ξf f1dξ (contributing
to the P-S current and causing the P-S radial transport) as a response to the radial gra-
dient term (vdf · ∇s) ∂f
(even)




f f(x, v, σ, λ) + f f(x, v,−σ, λ)
]
/2 after this
determination of the 0th order component (see Sec.IV), this f f1 is the 1st order of ρf/Lr
(a velocity distribution function component being ∝ ⟨B⟩−1). Note that the perpendicular
differential ∇⊥fa in the DKEs in this paper is that keeping constant (v, ξ), not only in the
E × B operator VE introduced below but also in this vda · ∇fa. Since ∇B × B · ∇B = 0,
the field curvature effect b · ∇b ∼= ∇⊥lnB does not appear in the ∇⊥fa for the purpose
of the vda · ∇fa. This is in contrast to the gyro-phase-dependent part in Sec.IV and the
other curvature effect b · ∇ lnB in V∥. This procedure, in which (vda · ∇s) ∂fa/∂s is added
after obtaining the solution being V∥fa = 0 of the equation excluding vda ·∇fa, is analogous
to that for transport of fusion-born fast ions in burning plasmas.24 The procedure will be






(a ̸= f) in Sec.III if
it is not negligibly small. It also is known regarding this drift velocity vdf that the poloidal
precession of the deeply trapped particles in κ2 ≤ 1 due to ∂εH/∂s and ∂εT/∂s is sometimes
important together with the radial component vdf · ∇s.25 In this study, however, we shall
assume that the fast ion source term Sf(s, v, σ, λ) ∝ δ (v − vb) /v2 (given by HFREYA and
MCNBI codes26 that are used and/or assumed in recent related works6,9) exists only in the
circulating pitch-angle range λ < 1 (i.e., tangential NBI). In this case, the trapped particles
in κ2 ≤ 1 that will be generated by the PAS collision during the slowing down process exist
only in the low-energy region v < vc. Here, vc is the critical velocity that will be introduced
in the fast ion collision operator Eq.(2). Therefore, to allow the −c∇Φ ×B/B2 precession
8
and the collisionless detrapping/retrapping of the low-energy trapped particles in κ2 ≤ 1
caused by the ambipolar electrostatic potential27 in following discussions is more important
than the radial gradients ∂εH/∂s, ∂εT/∂s of the B-field strength.
In spite of this implicit allowing of −c∇Φ ×B/B2 for v < vc and κ2 ≤ 1 in the adjoint
equation method, the electric field term E · ∂f f/∂v in the Vlasov operator is not taken
into account explicitly at least in Eq.(1) analogously to the previous investigation of the
parallel momentum input. In particular, the E × B flow divergences in Eqs.(A14-A15)
caused by the ambipolar electrostatic potential being an order of |∇Φ| ∼ |(∇pa) / (eana)|
(a ̸= f) are not important for high-energy ions with mfv2b/2 ≫ Te, Ti while the divergences
correspond to a part of the thermodynamic force in the DKEs for thermalized particles.3–6
The various
∫
vvk−2fad3v flow moments (in Sec.IV) of various particle species caused by the
−c∇Φ×B/B2 drift vanish in the perpendicular and the P-S parallel current, and the classical
and the P-S radial transport because of the charge neutrality and the Galilean invariant prop-





the momentum conservation of electron-ion and ion-electron collisions is the reason for
this omission of E(A)∥ ∂f f/∂v∥. When the Joule heating current is generated by E
(A)
∥ ,









d3v ≈ − (Za/Zeff) eanaE(A)∥




Z2ana/ne is assumed to be order unity. In the DKEs for thermalized ions
a ̸= e,f, to retain E(A)∥ ∂f f/∂v∥ for the confirmation of the Onsager symmetric relation
between the bootstrap current and the Ware pinch is meaningful when the collision term




faM/pa for fe = feM + fe1 given by the usual small
mass ratio approximation for the ion-electron collision is simultaneously retained. On the
other hand, in the Eq.(1) for the fast ions, to retain the inductive field term is meaningless as
long as we use the collision approximation Cfa (ff, fa) ∼= Cfa (ff, faM) for a ̸= f in which field
particles’ flow velocity moments ua ≡
∫
vfad3v/na in their shifted Maxwellian distributions
faM (v − ua) generated by various mechanisms are neglected. The reason for this collision
approximation is that the flows of the thermalized target plasma species are often subsonic
flows (i.e., the electron flow is |ue| ≪ vb and that of thermalized ions is |ua| ≪ vc) in various
experimental measurements and theoretical calculations.
9
This fast ion collision operator is given by9∑
a
































































In contrast to the collision operators for the thermalized particles discussed in Sec.III, the
nonlinear collision term Cff (ff, ff) is omitted because of the low density of fast ions them-
selves and the momentum/energy conservation of like-particle collisions. In addition to the
neglect of the shifts ua of the Maxwellians and consequently of the Rosenbluth potentials19
H (fa), G (fa) for a ̸= f, higher Legendre orders l ≥ 2 in the potentials also are neglected be-
cause of their characteristic as integral operators and a nearly thermalized state |fa1| ≪ faM
for fa (x,v) = faM (s, v)+fa1 (x,v) of the thermalized target particles species at the thermal
energy range mav2 ∼ 2Ta. This relation will be confirmed in Sec.III. The constants τS, Z2,
and v3c being independent of (θ, ζ,v) on each flux-surfaces are defined in Ref.9. The PAS pa-
rameter Z2 is a dimensionless coefficient of order unity (Z2 ≈ Zeff ≥ 1 for NB-produced fast
ions), and the critical velocity vc has a relation (vc/vTe)3 ≈ (3
√
π/8)me/mamu = 3.65× 10−4
with the electron thermal velocity where mamu = 1.66 × 10−27kg is the atomic mass unit
(dalton). This approximation of the PAS term ∝ L in this study where Z2v3c/τS is handled
as a constant in the full velocity range 0 ≤ v ≤ vb is justified by a fact indicated by the




is substantially effective only in a slow velocity range v ≲ vc. The Chandrasekhar function





y2exp (−y2) dy with xe ≡ v/vTe, which can be easily calculated by using
the usual error function, is included corresponding to the slowing down collision frequency
of the f-e collision. Although this slowing down term includes an artificial violation of the
particle conservation
∫
Cfa (ff, faM) d3v = 0 of collisions of the fast and the thermalized ions
(a ̸= e,f), this violation concerns only the non-zero boundary value ff (v = 0) ̸= 0 of the
lowest Legendre order component f (l=0)f ≡ 12
∫ 1
−1 f fdξ that determines the particle fueling to
the thermalized ion species with ma = mf, ea = ef. This fueling effect is irrelative to the
10




in the suprathermal energy range that will be discussed
in this section and Sec.IV.
In this study for some velocity space integrals with the common form of
∫
P2(ξ)H2(v)f fd3v,
the aforementioned f (even)f (x, v, λ) as an even function of v∥ defined for the full pitch-angle
range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B is required. Although it may be possible to obtain the expression
of this function if the configuration is a simple axisymmetric tokamak. In fact, Cordey
previously proposed an expressing method using eigenfunctions that are defined for the full
range.21 The eigenfunction for expressing arbitrary functions in 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 was defined by




as shown in Refs.9
and 24. Hereafter, the surface-averaging operation ⟨F (λ)⟩ for functions of λ or ξ is the av-
erage keeping constant λ values. In the Cordey’s eigenfunction, this concept is extended to
the trapped pitch-angle range 1 < λ ≤ BM/B by using the bounce-integrals. However, this
method cannot be easily generalized to non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron configurations
since there are two types of the pitch-angle space regions 0 ≤ κ2 ≤ 1 and κ2 > 1. Since our
purpose is to obtain some surface-averaged contributions of the
∫
P2(ξ)H2(v)f fd3v integrals
as stated in the introduction, instead of this kind of direct solving method for Eq.(1), we





































for arbitrary functions satisfying F (v = 0) = 0 and H (v = ∞) = 0. Following this relation


























































When this method is applied to the tangential NBIs where the fast ion source Sf(s, v, σ, λ)




only by solving Eq.(3) for fA
11





a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v/B
⟩
integrals of the Coulomb collision operator (for the




integrals of the velocity
distribution function (for the current, and the P-S and the classical radial transport in
Sec.IV) in general toroidal configurations by this method. As noted on Eq.(1), this adjoint
equation method implicitly allows the poloidal precession of the deeply trapped particles
in κ2 ≤ 1 and their collisionless detrapping/retrapping by various mechanisms since the
relation Eq.(5) holds even when the operator V∥ is replaced by V∥ + VE that is often used

















with Es ≡ −∂Φ/∂s being constant on each flux-surface, and satisfies
⟨∫







. The basic idea of the fast/thermal separation9 that the ff (x,v) deter-
mined by the collision operator in Eq.(2) will have the isotropic pitch-angle space structure
and the flat energy space structure at the low energy limit v3 ≪ v3c also due to this actual
existence of the −c∇Φ × B/B2 drift that eliminates the velocity space loss region.25 The
statement on Eq.(1) that we do not calculate ∂εH/∂s, ∂εT/∂s, and ∂Φ/∂s means an approxi-
mation neglecting these quantities only for the solution of Eq.(3) in λ < 1 analogously to the
theory of thermal particles’ banana regime parallel viscosity in general toroidal plasmas.22,23
Although this method in Eqs.(3)-(5) can be applied for arbitrary function σA(x, v, σ, λ)
as long as the boundary condition at v = 0,∞ in the energy space is satisfied, we investigate
only cases of σA(x, v, σ, λ) ∝ P2(ξ)/B (θ, ζ) in this paper because of the following two reasons.
The first reason is the DKE for thermalized particles that will be shown in Sec.III. The ad-
ditional velocity distribution component caused by the anisotropic heating effect has a form
of ∝ P2(ξ)/B − 1/B + ⟨1/B⟩ that satisfies V∥ (P2(ξ)/B − 1/B + ⟨1/B⟩) = 0. The determi-

















integral of the DKE is that the third Legendre order component∫ 1
−1 P3(ξ)fadξ generated by various mechanisms is excluded. The second reason is that the re-
quired parallel/perpendicular flow moments of the fast ions for the P-S and the classical diffu-









−1, 1, 2, 4, 6 as shown in Sec.IV. Since these
∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v integrals in the tangential NBI
12
operations are moderately varying functions in the (θ, ζ) space (
∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v ∝ B±1 at




⟩ ∼= ⟨∫ vkP2(ξ)ffd3v/B⟩ / ⟨B−1⟩ and ⟨∫ vkP2(ξ)ffd3v/B2⟩ ∼=⟨∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v/B
⟩










Here, H2(v) can be arbitrary functions of energy having finite values of [v2H2(v)]v=0 such





y4exp (−y2) dy discussed in Sec.III, and vk with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6
in Sec.IV. The previous application of this method by Taguchi was a calculation of the










fA = Bvξ/τS.20 In this past
application, the solution fA being an odd function of v∥ existed only in 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, and






integral formula in Ref.9. In contrast to this
previous calculation, the solution of Eq.(7) for investigating the anisotropy exists in the full
pitch-angle range. However, we need only the solution in 0 ≤ λ < 1 as long as our purpose
is in the tangential NBI operations. As a preparation for the solving procedure of Eq.(7),





π/2)G (xe) + v3c}
. (8)















π/2)G (xe) + v
3
c
}−1 dv with integers in the range j ≥ −1
such as lnV(v) can be easily obtained by an approximation G(x) ∼= {(3
√
π/2)/x+ 2x2}−1
(a fitting formula that is exact for x2 ≪ 1, x3 ≫ 1, and x ≃ 1) and analytical integral
formulas of
∫
xj (x3 + a3)
−1 dx and
∫
xj+3 (x3 + a3)
−1 dx. By this method, we find that a
basic characteristic of Eq.(8) is V(v) ≃ v3/ (v3 + v3c ). There are some formulas related to




















































π/2)G (xe) + v3c
∼=
j + 1






π/2)G (xe) + v3c
























for α > 0. (12)
Eq.(7), which we should solve, can be rewritten by using Eq.(9) and P2(ξ) = 1 − 32λB/BM
as follows:









π/2)G (xe) + v3c

















π/2)G (xe) + v3c
dv.
(13)
For this separated component GA (θ, ζ, v, λ), we shall use the usual asymptotic expansion
method for the long mean free path conditions Z2/ (vcτS) ≪
∣∣(δB/B)3/2b · ∇ lnB∣∣. The 0th
order of (vτS)−1 in the solution will have a form of













π/2)G (xe) + v3c
dv + gA(v, λ).
The integration constant condition for the first term ∝ 1/B − 1/BM is chosen to minimize
both this first term and the second term gA(v, λ) as the integration constant simultaneously.








= 0 for Eq.(13) in the circulating pitch-angle




































































Although this function gA(v, λ) also exists in the full pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B and
its trapped range λ > 1 is determined by bounce-integrals instead of this surface-averaging,
we need only to know λ < 1 of this function. We shall use the eigenfunctions Λn (λ) with


































singular at λ = 1 (analogous to the logarithmic singularity of the complete elliptic integral of
1st kind), their ratio can be expressed by the appropriately truncated orthogonal expansion9





































By using this expansion, Eq.(13) becomes an ordinary differential equation for gAn (v) in a
series expression gA (v, λ) =
∑
n
gAn (v) Λn(λ). Using Eq.(10), and an integration by part for∫
dv with Eq.(12), we find that the 0th order of (vτS)−1 in the solution of Eq.(7) at λ < 1 is

































































In the integrations by parts, Eq.(11) is used for the boundary condition at v = 0. Since the








κn/ (κn − 3) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
and κn ≥ 1 that is included in the part expressed by a series
∑
n
of the eigenfunctions is
shown in Fig.1. In this calculation, a relation [(xα+1 − x) /α]α→0 = x lnx also is used.
In the eigenfunction method, the parallel guiding center motions and the PAS effects
in toroidal configurations with finite modulations B · ∇B ̸= 0, which can be measured






⟩−1 dλ, are expressed as an








κn/ (κn − 3), terms with
large eigenvalues κn ≫ 1 being localized at v ∼ vb cannot effectively contribute to the⟨∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v/B
⟩

























κn/ (κn − 3).













a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
⟩
, the six eigenvalue numbers
1 ≤ n ≤ 6 are used also in this study.
Since this adjoint equation method gives only the quantities with the velocity space inte-




, a change of the velocity distribution f (even)f (x, v, λ)
caused by the existence of the operator V∥ with b·∇ lnB ̸= 0 in Eq.(1) cannot be investigated
16
directly. To investigate this contribution of V∥, we shall consider a method for comparing
a calculation removing V∥ and that includes this DKE term by using Eqs.(5) and (16). We
shall assume fast ion sources localized at λ≪ 1 since accurate calculations of the anisotropy
are required in those cases. There will not be this requirement if the beam ionization pitch-
angle is λ ≈ 2/3. In addition to this assumption, we previously clarified that Sxλ(x, σ, λ) in
the source term Sxλ(x, σ, λ)δ(v − vb)/v2 must be a function of only (s, σ, λ) in 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
because of a consistency of the B- and the J-vector fields in the MHD equilibrium, and of a
characteristic of the initial drift orbit conserving the magnetic moment just after the beam
ionization.9 Therefore, analogous to this previous momentum input calculation, we shall use
a delta function approximation of the source term










ξ − (1− λbB/BM)1/2
] δ(v − vb)
v2
,
Sxλ(s, σ = −1, λ)δ(v − vb) = 0, S0 ≡
⟨∫ 1
0




that can be obtained by appropriate Monte Carlo codes such as that in Ref.26 for tracing
the initial drift motion in a time scale 2πR/vb ≪ t ≪ τS just after the beam ionization. A
fixed value λb = 0.17 is used in numerical examples in Secs.III-IV. When using this model




























































for Legendre polynomials Pl(ξ) is convenient not only for this kind of pitch-angle inte-
gral of the DKEs for fast ions, but also for various derivation steps of various formulas
for thermalized particles in Sec.III. An integration by part ⟨HB · ∇F ⟩ = −⟨FB · ∇H⟩ for
arbitrary scalar quantities F (x) and H (x) also is used to derive this LHS. In the lowest
17
order of (vτS)−1 in the asymptotic expansion method for the long mean free path condi-




f dξ ∝ B (θ, ζ) (i.e., a function with a sym-
metric phase F (−θ,−ζ) = F (θ, ζ) in toroidal configurations with the stellarator symmetry
B (−θ,−ζ) = B (θ, ζ)), and thus vanishes in the LHS of Eq.(18). In the next order of (vτS)−1,
there will be a component of the odd function f (odd)f (x, v, σ, λ) with the anti-symmetric
phase F (−θ,−ζ) = −F (θ, ζ) in the real space that is caused by the poloidal/toroidal




















of the fast ions themselves in the previous mo-
mentum input calculation. To measure this contribution of V∥ that is included in results
of Eq.(5), we compare the results with calculations omitting the LHS of Eq.(18). Analo-
gously to the usual Legendre polynomial expansion method28 for b ·∇ lnB = 0, the solution



















H (vb − v)
v2vTe(3
√














with the unit step function H (vb − v). This is an artificial function only for the comparison






a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v/B
⟩
integrals




integrals in Sec.IV. This comparison
will clarify that the parallel guiding center motion described by the V∥ operator reduces











depending on the B-field
strength modulation on the flux-surfaces. However, these reductions are quantitatively dif-
ferent since the even function f (even)f (x, v, λ) can be broadened to the full pitch-angle range
0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B while the odd function f
(odd)
f (x, v, σ, λ) is limited in the circulating range
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The reduction of the anisotropy is order of 1− ⟨B⟩ /BM at most.
Although the adjoint equation method does not give us the phase space structure of
ff (x,v) itself, one clear fact is that the lowest order of (vτS)−1 must be V∥f f = 0 in Eq.(1).
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based on this fact.9,21 Because of this constraint, the basic structure of f (even)f (x, v, λ) in
the (θ, ζ, λ) space at a low energy range v < vc where the higher Legendre order structures
f
(l)
f ≡ 2l+12 Pl(ξ)
∫ 1
−1 Pl(ξ)f fdξ with l ≥ 4 are suppressed will be
f
(even)
























on each flux-surface that satisfies V∥f
(even)







DKEs for thermalized ions a ̸= e,f that will be investigated in Sec.III and
∫
v−1P2(ξ)ffd3v
of fast ions themselves in Sec.IV are integrals operations, in which only this low energy
range of f (even)f (θ, ζ, v, λ) can contribute, and thus will have the real space structures of






in the electron DKE
and
∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v with k ≥ 1 are different integral operations that are determined by the
full energy range 0 ≤ v ≤ vb of the f
(even)
f (θ, ζ, v, λ). In the high-energy region vc < v ≤ vb,
the existence of this velocity distribution function will be still limited to a pitch-angle range
of λ≪ 1. (Recall that our interest is not in beam ionization pitch-angles of λb ∼ 2/3.) For

































dλ for λ≪ 1.
Therefore, the real space structures of the integrals will deviate from the form ∝ 1/B(θ, ζ)






∝ P2(ξ)B(θ, ζ) and
∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v ∝
B(θ, ζ) when the high-energy range vc < v ≤ vb contributes to them. These characteris-
tics of the real space structures must be taken into account in solving procedures for the
DKEs for thermalized target plasmas (Sec.III), and in the estimation of
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ in Eq.(18)
(Sec.IV).
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III. ANISOTROPIC HEATING ANALYSIS
A. Collision between thermalized particle species
In this section, we shall consider the difference between the previously investigated part








































for the thermalized particles’ gyro-phase velocity distribution fa = faM + fa1. Here, analo-






b×∇lnB is the perpendicular guiding center
velocity, and ∂
∂s
⟨pa⟩, ∂∂s ⟨Ta⟩ in Xa1, Xa2 correspond to (vda · ∇s) ∂faM/∂s given by the
differential keeping constant (v, ξ) that is mentioned in Sec.II. The radial electric field ∂
∂s
Φ
in Xa1 corresponds to VEfaM given by Eq.(6). This equation is solved under a constraint⟨∫ 1
−1 fa1dξ
⟩
= 0 for the full (θ, ζ, ξ) range as the definition of the density ⟨na⟩ (number of par-
ticles) and the pressure ⟨pa⟩ (energy) of the species a. We must take care of the fact that we
already calculated responses to these radial gradient forces ∂
∂s














in this RHS before adding the






. Here, f (l)a ≡ Pl(ξ)2l+12
∫ 1
−1 Pl(ξ)fadξ is
the Legendre expansion term of order l in the gyro-phase-averaged velocity distribution.
Reasons for which we omit Caf (fa1, ff) of collision with the fast ions is stated in Refs.9






dξ with l = 0, 1 (i.e., energy/momentum in-
put) is the conservation of energy and momentum in the combined use with Eq.(2). For
higher Legendre orders l ≥ 2, the relation |Caf (fa1, ff)| ≪
∣∣∣∣∣∑b̸=fCab (fa1, fbM) + Caa (faM, fa1)
∣∣∣∣∣
due to a low density of fast ions is a main reason. Therefore it also should be noted
that
∣∣∣∫ 1−1 Pl(ξ)Caf (fa1, f f) dξ∣∣∣ ≪ ∣∣∣∫ 1−1 Pl(ξ)Caf (faM, f f) dξ∣∣∣ is not guaranteed for general






with too large l values in Eq.(21) is
meaningless. This is one reason why we restrict our investigation of the fast-ion-driven










































B/ ⟨B2⟩ ∝ Ũ (θ, ζ) for which an
obtaining method will be shown in Sec.IV. Essential differences between the DKEs for fast
ions (Sec.II) and for thermalized particles (this section) appear in the LHS of Eq.(21). One




= Cab (fa1, fbM) +Cab (faM, fb1) of the collisions
between thermalized particle species a, b ̸= f, in which Cab (fa1, fbM) is a differential operator
for the test particles’ fa1 while Cab (faM, fb1) is an integral operator for the field particles’
fb1, and the other is the explicit inclusion of the E × B operator VE. When this V∥ + VE
operator is included, various pitch-angle space structures (Legendre orders) in fa1, fb1, fc1, ...
with various phases in the (θ, ζ) space are generated by the source terms in the RHS of
Eq.(21). This situation is complicated in Eq.(21) rather than in Eq.(1) for the fast ions.
For avoiding confusion in considering these (θ, ζ, ξ) space structures of fa1, fb1, fc1, ... of
thermalized particles simultaneously, we shall separate the problem described by Eq.(21)
into three parts: (1) viscosity, (2) Pfirsch-Schlüter (P-S), and (3) anisotropic heating. This
separation is based on following characteristics of the Coulomb collisions between the ther-
malized particle species a, b, c, ... ̸= f. One is that the field particle portion Cab (faM, fb1)
causing the coupling between equations for thermalized species is an integral operator and
an eigenoperator of spherical harmonics suppressing its higher Legendre orders. Another
reason is the unimportance of the lowest Legendre order moment of the collision term that
is indicated by the relation Cab (faM, fbM) = 0 for ⟨Ta⟩ = ⟨Tb⟩, the energy conservation of
like-particle collisions
∫
v2Caa (fa, fa) d3v = 0, and the particle conservation of general col-
liding species pairs
∫
Cab (fa, fb) d3v = 0. An important difference between Eqs.(1) and (21)














f̂bCba (fbM, ĝafaM) d3v
of thermal-thermal collisions. In the neoclassical transport theory for deriving the transport
matrix, however, it is required that these relations must be satisfied only in their surface-
average. We can consider the separation into the three parts also based on this fact. In
21
particular, the necessity of the field particle portion Cab (faM, fb1) depends on velocity dis-
tribution function components with various (θ, ζ, ξ) space structures, and thus is important







Firstly, the first Legendre moment f (l=1)a1 consists of two components with different (θ, ζ)
space structures. For this kind of consideration, we shall recall Eq.(19). One component is
the poloidal/toroidal variation that is determined by the lowest Legendre order (l = 0) term
(corresponding to the particle/energy balance equations Eqs.(A14-A15)) of this equation.






B/ ⟨B2⟩ of this balance






integral of the DKE (i.e., surface-averaged
parallel force balance). Because of these different determination procedures, their v-space
structures also are different. Both components exist dominantly in fa1 in various colli-






is a main cause of
the coupling of the DKEs for different species. On this Legendre order, it also should be
noted that the first Legendre moment
∫ 1
−1 ξ (VEfa1) dξ of the E × B operator Eq.(6), and
that of the ∇B and the curvature drift term
∫ 1
−1 ξ (vda · ∇fa1) dξ must be omitted as long
as we use the flux-surface coordinates system based on the MHD equilibrium where the
CGL tensor formula is used with neglecting the inertia force as in Eqs.(A1-A2). Although
the DKE solution is always determined under the constraint of the parallel force balance as
the
∫ 1
−1 ξdξ integral of the DKE, the VE+vda ·∇ operators are irrelative to this force balance.
Secondly, explicit handling of the energy scattering/exchange collision for the lowest Leg-
endre order l = 0 will be required only for calculating the P-S diffusions of multi-ion species
plasmas.17 In contrast to the fast ion DKE shown in Eqs.(1-2) where the poloidal/toroidal









v2Cab(fa, fb)d3v = mb
∫















































as a cause of the poloidal/toroidal variation of f (l=1)a1 in Eq.(19) is ex-
plicitly included only in a collisional limit where the poloidal/toroidal variations of the
local temperatures pa/na, pb/nb may become dominant components of fa1, fb1. It also





mal velocity range does not effectively contribute to the poloidal/toroidal variations of the
friction integrals as explained in Sec.IV (negligible in comparison with the diamagnetic
flux divergence described by (vdf · ∇s) ∂f f/∂s). Also for the thermalized particles’ DKEs,
in which our purpose is in the determination of the fa (x,v) in the thermalized velocity
range mav2 ∼ 2Ta within an accuracy where the first few Laguerre orders in each Legendre





dξ with the aforementioned characteristics is not important. Analogously,
only for the P-S diffusion calculation, c∇Φ ×B · ∇f (l=0)a in the VE operator is regarded as
substantial divergences of the parallel particle/energy fluxes that can contribute to the par-
allel friction collision. Since it corresponds to ∇Φ×B · ∇ (na/B2) and ∇Φ×B · ∇ (pa/B2)
in Eqs.(A14-A15) in Appendix A, it substantially contributes to the friction only when∣∣∣f (l=0)a1 ∣∣∣ /faM ∼ (BM −Bmin) / (BM +Bmin).






for the second Legendre order is con-







B−1/ ⟨B−2⟩ corresponding to the neoclassical viscosity tensor can
become a dominant component in the fa1 (x,v) in the long mean free path conditions of
non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron plasmas, its amplitude is
∣∣∣f (l=2)a1 ∣∣∣ ∼ ∣∣∣f (l=1)a1 ∣∣∣ at most as














































∣∣ ≫ 2Ta ∣∣e−1a ∂∂s lnB∣∣ in the present study is required not
only for the drift approximation of Vlasov operator where vda · ∇fa1 (in particular the
drift being tangential to the flux-surface) is neglected as in Eq.(21), but also for this colli-
23
sion approximation where an appropriate suppression of the so-called 1/ν diffusion of ions







are still neglected in the determination of the responses to













∝ P2(ξ)/B(θ, ζ) (b=f, ions) caused by the anisotropic heat-






in the electron DKE may have a different real space structure as discussed in the end
of Sec.II.) When this term is included, a velocity distribution function component hav-
ing a real space structure satisfying the local parallel force balance in the (θ, ζ, v, ξ) space






= 0 is generated as the response. Since
this determination is irrelative to the first Legendre order in the velocity distribution and






for this component (both for
like-particle collisions a = b and unlike-particle collisions a ̸= b) also is included. For
collision between the electrons and the thermalized ions, however, we shall use the usual



















depends also on the generation of higher Legendre orders l ≥ 3.






is often neglected because of a relation







the generation of the orders l ≥ 3. In the anisotropic heating calculation for the addi-






also is retained since the orders l ≥ 3 are scarcely generated by the anisotropic heating







neglected for the poloidal/toroidal variations while it is retained for the surface-averaged
component ∝ P2(ξ)/B(θ, ζ), the aforementioned self-adjoint relations are retained in their
surface-average. The poloidal/toroidal variations corresponding to the neoclassical viscos-





< 0. When only this type of the anisotropy exists, the ra-
dial gradients discussed in Appendix A are regarded as those of isotropic-pressure species.
From the viewpoint of the drift approximation, this handling of the radial gradients cor-
responds to a neglect of |vda · ∇fa1| ≪
∣∣(V∥ + VE) fa1∣∣ for the solubility condition of the
24
parallel particle/energy fluxes. On the other hand, this DKE term approximation is not







. If the generated anisotropy is non-negligible in Eqs.(A14-A15) (i.e.,
comparable or larger than the poloidal/toroidal variations), the absolute value of the radial
gradient term (vda · ∇s) ∂faM/∂s must be corrected for a consistency with the P-S current
in the MHD equilibrium. This correction corresponds to a drift approximation retaining a
part of (vda · ∇s) ∂fa1/∂s analogous to the radial gradient of the fast ions’ velocity distribu-
tion that was mentioned in Sec.II. (As mentioned below, not only the parallel velocity term
V∥ but also the E×B term VE for this velocity distribution component ∝ P2(ξ)/B(θ, ζ) is
neglected.)
B. Separation of the DKE for thermalized particles
Based on these characteristics of the collision operator, the aforementioned three parts
in Eq.(21) are considered. From the discussion based on Eq.(19) in Sec.II, it is obvi-






integral of the DKE. The calculations in this section also utilize this fact. However,









with the anti-symmetric phase F (−θ,−ζ) = −F (θ, ζ) may remain there. Even when

































forbidden. Although this quantity is irrelative to the definition of ⟨na⟩ and ⟨pa⟩, it may







































= 0, we investigate the lowest

















































integral of the E × B operator in Eq.(6) is





































integral given by these methods is negligible in
the viscosity part, and may be generated in the P-S part with finite radial electric fields
∂Φ/∂s ̸= 0 in following discussions.
Next, we shall discuss the approximation and solving procedure for the viscosity and the
P-S parts. The viscosity part handles responses to a part of the radial drift term

















and the surface-averaged parallel force term by a method in Refs.3, 5, 29, and 30. Here, Ũ




































































σUa ≡ −maV∥(v∥B) = −mav2P2(ξ)b · ∇B
(25)
is obtained by the following approximations. One approximation is that for the collision
operator ∑
b ̸=f





g(l ̸=0)a , fbM
)
26
in the LHS. In this approximation, the field particle portions Cab (faM, gb) are omitted and
g
(l=0)










dξ and VEf (l=0)a1 are not important in this LHS handling the higher Legendre
orders g(l≥2)a as dominant components. Second is the use of



















.27 This approximation is justified
by the fact that dominant components in the ga are the poloidal/toroidal variations of the
higher Legendre orders and therefore ∂/∂ξ and ∂/∂v in Eq.(6) become a higher order of the
B-field strength modulation on the surfaces. One important advantage of this approximation









∼= νaD(v)Lga for handling the
higher Legendre orders l ≥ 3 mainly is a reduction of the phase-space dimension of the LHS
to 3D (θ, ζ, ξ). Therefore, the solution ga is given by a combination of solutions GXa and




















a including the energy scattering effect, instead of this
PAS operator, is used for a low energy region νaT/v > (8/5π)(4π2/V ′) |χ′m− ψ′n| / ⟨B2⟩
1/2
of each Fourier modes sin (mθ − nζ), cos (mθ − nζ) in the (θ, ζ, ξ) space for which the higher
Legendre orders l ≥ 3 are suppressed.5 Here, χ′ ≡ dχ/ds, ψ′ ≡ dψ/ds, and V ′ ≡ dV/ds
are radial gradients of the poloidal flux, the toroidal flux, and the volume enclosed by the
flux-surface s = const in the contravariant expression of the B-vector field, respectively.3,9











ginskii’s matrix expression of the full linearized collision operator for the first Legendre
order l = 1, and these surface-averaged parallel flow moments included in the RHS of















B/ ⟨B2⟩ are negligible in this part, the “fric-
tionless”local parallel force balance determines the lowest Legendre order g(l=0)a as a minor
component. A basic characteristic of this component is easily understood by approximated
27
relations








































in Eqs.(22)-(23) is considered. The contribution of the






in this viscosity part is scarcely
generated. The E×B operator VE in Eq.(23) also is negligible because of this local parallel
force balance. The integrals
∫
v2fad3v ≡ 3pa/ma and 2
∫
v2P2(ξ)fad3v ≡ 2(p∥a − p⊥a)/ma












< 0. This characteristic justifies the drift approxi-
mation neglecting |vda · ∇ga| ≪







for the calculation that is independent of the anisotropic heating part shown





the radial drift term and the poloidal/toroidal variations of the parallel friction forces. This






















































Because of the approximation
∫ 1
−1 ξ (VEfa1) dξ = 0 for the consistency with the MHD equi-



















































































The radial electric field ∂Φ/∂s in Xa1 vanishes in the first term ∝ Ũ in the RHS at this
step because of the Galilean invariant property of the Coulomb collision. This first term
∝ Ũ will be easily expressed as a Sonine polynomial expansion series using the Braginskii’s
matrix elements, and the second term corresponding to the friction (momentum exchange)
collision with the fast ions also will be calculated as the polynomial expansion series by a
































































































is used. The use of V DKESE h
(l=0)
a for the solubility condition is justified by this defini-
tion in which ∂h(l=0)a /∂v in VEh(l=0)a becomes a higher order of the B-field strength mod-
ulation. This problem can be converted to simultaneous algebraic equations for each























a)d3v integrals of this
equation. As in Refs.17 and 31, the three terms Laguerre expansion with j = 0, 1, 2 will be
appropriate. The Fourier expansion in the Boozer coordinates is suited for the ambipolar
condition with the finite radial electric field in the V DKESE h
(l=0)
a . Therefore, the function Ũ






dζB (⟨B2⟩ /B2 − 1) cos(mθB − nζB).3,9







and for retaining the momentum/energy conservation. The Onsager
symmetric P-S diffusion matrix is obtained at this step since this algebraic method can
29























of the Vlasov op-
erator. After solving these algebraic equations for the Fourier-Legendre-Laguerre series
expression of ha in the 4D space (θB, ζB, v, ξ), the second equation for the response ka
driven by the source term −
(
V∥ha
)(l=2) will be handled by a method that is analogous
to the aforementioned procedure for σXa ∝ P2(ξ) in Eq.(25). The contribution of the






dξ = 0 is not important in the RHS of this equation.
An analytical solution given by the Fourier expansion method for the plateau and the P-S
collisionality conditions5,32 νaD/v >
∣∣(δB/B)3/2b · ∇ lnB∣∣ is useful. However, the details
of these procedures determining gPSa = ha + ka are beyond the scope of this paper. In
particular, the second function ka is not practically important, since the RHS of Eq.(27)
is non-negligible in comparison with that of Eq.(25) only in the P-S collisionality condi-
tion, and therefore this function is suppressed by the strong anisotropy relaxation collision




)(l=2) and σXa from the viewpoint of the ⟨B−1 ∫ 1−1 P2(ξ) (V∥fa) dξ⟩ in Eq.(22).
When the radial electric field in the V DKESE h
(l=0)











̸= 0 is generated by the balance of the
Vlasov and the collision operators. This balance is analogous to the anisotropic heating
effect that will be shown in Sec.III-C. But this is only a minor component in ka that is


















= 0 for J ≈ 3/2. As discussed in Appendix A, for the drift
kinetic problems where the Fourier expansion in the Boozer coordinates is essential, we
























−π FdθBdζB = ⟨B
2F ⟩ / ⟨B2⟩ for the (θB, ζB) space is used
for this judgment on the isotropic-pressure and anisotropic-pressure species.) Therefore











̸= 0 is generated. The velocity distribution component
fa1 in Eq.(21) generated without the anisotropic heating term is handled by the approx-
imation neglecting |vda · ∇fa1| ≪
∣∣(V∥ + VE) fa1∣∣ for both long-mean-free-path conditions
30
where ga in Eq.(25) is its dominant component and short-mean-free-path conditions where
gPSa in Eq.(27) is dominant. However, it also should be noted that, for the perpendicular



































in the RHS in Eq.(21), we must investigate also the response to the






. As already mentioned, however, this newly
generated velocity distribution component has contrasting characteristics. One is that the
assumption |vda · ∇fa1| ≪
∣∣(V∥ + VE) fa1∣∣ is not appropriate for this component. The
second is that the first Legendre order f (l=1)a1 and the higher Legendre orders f
(l≥3)
a1 are







(except the small mass ratio approximation for the electron-ion and the









/∂s in Eqs.(A14-A15) and the corresponding DKE
term (vda · ∇s) ∂faM/∂s in Eq.(21). In this study, however, we still assume the nearly























can be expressed by Onsager symmetric transport matrices as in Refs.3–6
and Ref.33. This symmetry requires the (θ, ζ, v, ξ) space structure of the radial gradi-














faM∇s × B · ∇B−2 even
when absolute values of ∂ ⟨pa⟩ /∂s and ∂ ⟨ra⟩ /∂s in it are modified. There are two reasons
for which we do not consider this matrix expression for the radial and the parallel parti-
cle/energy fluxes of the NB-produced fast ions. One is that the self-adjoint property of the







does not have this v-space structure. In contrast to this, we assume nearly isotropic states∣∣∣⟨f (l=2)a /B⟩ / ⟨B−1⟩∣∣∣ ≪ faM for thermalized particle species and thus the above v-space
structure of the radial gradient term is used. One purpose of this section is to show a
method for confirming the validity of this assumption for each experimental condition. The




































a) ≪ faM (29)
that is expressed by the series of the Sonine polynomial L(5/2)j (x2a). Although we shall
consider only this basic structure in the DKEs for thermalized ions (a ̸= e,f), a small
deviation from this form will be included in the electron velocity distribution function (a = e)
as discussed below. The operator V∥ vanishes for this basic structure. The contributions of






dξ and c∇Φ×B·∇f (l=0)a
in the VE operator for the lowest Legendre order component ∝ −1/B+⟨1/B⟩ to the parallel




and the resultant parallel friction collision can be








a , fbM) + Cab (faM, g
an







for this determination is independent of the P-S part Eq.(27). However, VE for the dominant
component P2(ξ) must be that in Eq.(6). This VEgana will have a role that is analogous to
VEfaM in the RHS in Eq.(21). Here, we shall investigate this effect for the lowest Laguerre


































When this type of source term is included in the RHS of Eq.(21), the solving procedure
will be analogous to the vda · ∇s in the viscosity and the P-S parts in Eqs.(25) and (27),
and analogous velocity distribution components will be generated there. However, this
generation is not important as long as the nearly isotropic condition |gana | ≪ faM is satisfied.
As shown in Eqs.(A14-A15), this contribution of the anisotropy to the divergences of the
E×B particle/energy fluxes ∝ ∇Φ×B ·∇B−2 is small compared with the divergences of the
diamagnetic perpendicular particle/energy fluxes, and is only to change 5 ⟨pa⟩Es∇s × B ·
∇B−2 to
⟨
3pa + p⊥a + p∥a
⟩




. This fact can be confirmed
also by integrations by parts for Eq.(6), and is unchanged even when the higher Laguerre





faM/ ⟨Ta⟩. These approximations are commonly used for
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the thermalized ions and the electrons. One remaining issue is the small deviation of the
electron solution from the basic form in Eq.(29). This deviation is caused by the fact that






will not have the form
of ∝ P2(ξ)/B(θ, ζ) as mentioned at the end of Sec.II. Rather than this form, this term may


















B. Since this problem













e0 , fbM) + Cee (feM, g
an
e0 )










(l ̸=0) , fbM
)
= −V∥gane0 . (32)






= f (v)P2(ξ)F (θ, ζ)
on each flux-surface in the first equation, its solution also has the same real space structure
and thus gane0 = g (v)P2(ξ)F (θ, ζ). This problem is solved by using the anisotropy relax-
ation matrix in Appendix B. In Eq.(32) for a small component gane1 , the VEgane0 being smaller




feM/ ⟨Te⟩ is neglected in the RHS as already stated,
and the approximation neglecting |(VE + vde · ∇) gane1 | ≪
∣∣V∥gane1 ∣∣ in the LHS is appropriate
because of the large thermal velocity
√
2Te/me. For the collision operator for this gane1 , we
shall adopt the method for Eq.(25) (only νeD(v)Lgane1 substantially). The purpose of this
investigation is only to understand that the deviation of gane = gane0 + gane1 from the form in
Eq.(29) includes only the poloidal/toroidal variations of the even function of ξ with the
symmetric phase (Pl(ξ) cos (mθ − nζ) with l = 0, 2, 4, ...) and those of the odd function
with the anti-symmetric phase (Pl(ξ) sin (mθ − nζ) with l = 3, 5, ...) and that these velocity





















. Analogous to the analytical methods for solving Eq.(26),18 two
methods for the two v-space regions of the second function gane1 are considered. The first
method is that for the plateau and P-S energy region νeD/v >
∣∣(δB/B)3/2b · ∇ lnB∣∣ using
the Fourier expansion for the (θ, ζ, ξ) expressions of the solution and the DKE terms, and
the second is that for the long-mean-free-path (banana) energy region using the (θ, ζ, λ) ex-
pression that is analogous to Sec.II for the fast ions. Firstly, the plateau and the P-S energy
33
region is calculated by using Eq.(19) for the source term −V∥gane0 = −g (v)V∥ {P2(ξ)F (θ, ζ)}
in Eq.(32) as follows:




















b · ∇ (FB) .
(33)
By the “frictionless”local parallel force balance, this first term ∝ vξ generates a velocity






































is used for the minor
components. When F ∝ B−1, this second term vanishes. The response to the second term
∝ vP 3(ξ) in Eq.(33) is obtained by using the Fourier expansions of
1
B
















(FB)mn cos(mθB − nζB)
(35)
and the solution
gane1 /g (v)− f 0 =
∑
(m,n)̸=(0,0)
f cmn(v, ξ)cos(mθB − nζB) +
∑
(m,n) ̸=(0,0)
f smn (v, ξ) sin(mθB − nζB)
(36)
in the Boozer coordinates, and an approximation of the operators V∥−νeDL ≃ (⟨B⟩ /B) vξb ·
∇(v,ξ)=const + 6νeD in the LHS of Eq.(32). The electron Krook collision operator is chosen to










{(vξ/ ⟨B⟩) (4π2/V ′) (χ′m− ψ′n)}2 + (6νeD)
2 (χ
′m− ψ′n) (FB)mn







(vξ/ ⟨B⟩) (4π2/V ′) (χ′m− ψ′n)
{(vξ/ ⟨B⟩) (4π2/V ′) (χ′m− ψ′n)}2 + (6νeD)
2 (χ
′m− ψ′n) (FB)mn .
(37)
Because of a rough approximation in the LHS of the equation, this solution cannot be




mndξ that does not exist actually due to the particle/energy
34




mndξ because of this violation of∫ 1
−1 ξf
s
mndξ = 0. The “frictionless”local parallel force balance will determine the correct
value of this lowest Legendre order. The method for the long-mean-free-path energy region
is analogous to that in Sec.II, and is easier since we should calculate only the PAS operator
L. The solution will have the form
gane1 /g (v) = −P2(ξ)F (θ, ζ) + g2(λ), (38)
and we determine the integration constant g2(λ) by the solubility condition for the next
order of νeD/v. For the circulating pitch-angle range λ ≤ 1, this calculation is⟨
B
v∥
























Analogous to the calculation in Sec.II, this g2(λ) exists in the full pitch angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤


























instead of the surface-averaging. This ∂g2/∂λ is continuous at trapped/circulating bound-
ary λ = 1. Since B(θ, ζ)F (θ, ζ) is a moderately varying function on the flux-surface in
comparison with the parallel particle velocity v∥, this solution g2(λ) is almost a linear
function of λ in the full pitch-angle range. The boundary condition of this
∫
dλ inte-




= 0 for the full (θ, ζ, λ) range corresponding to the
definition of ⟨ne⟩ and ⟨pe⟩. Therefore, this function is roughly estimated to be g2 ≃
⟨F (x, v)/B⟩ (P2(ξ)/B − 1/B + ⟨1/B⟩) / ⟨B−2⟩. Therefore the solution gane = gane0 +gane1 in the
long-mean-free-path energy region becomes insensitive to the deviation of the anisotropic






from the form of ∝ P2(ξ)/B (θ, ζ) that was mentioned
in Sec.II. In conclusion on the newly added part Eq.(30) (both the thermalized ions and the
electrons), this part is irrelative to the previous obtaining procedures for the transport
matrix elements and can be calculated independently even if its result may become minor








/∂s as the thermodynamic
forces in this matrix expression.
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C. Solution of the anisotropic heating part
Since Eq.(30) with the neglect of VEgana is a integro-differential equation including the
integral operator Cab (faM, ganb ) of like-particle collisions a = b and of unlike-ion collision







































and using the Braginskii’s matrix expression of the full linearized collision operator in Ap-
pendix B. One contrasting situation, which is quite different from the previous determination


























, the parallel viscosity matrix











required together with the friction matrix labj+1,k+1 since the latter matrix does not have its
inverse matrix because of the momentum conserving and Galilean invariant property of the
Coulomb collision.4–6 In contrast to this, the contribution of the V∥ operator is not essential




Qaa Qab Qac . . QaN
Qba Qbb Qbc . . QbN






































Here, Qab are matrices of the Braginskii’s elements in Appendix B (Qeb = Qbe = 0 for b ̸= e),








a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
⟩





, it was found that the Laguerre expansion with the three terms j = 0, 1, 2
36
is sufficiently accurate for various conditions of various thermalized particle species.5,6 Fol-
lowing this experience, the three terms expansion is used also for this anisotropic heating













also can be included in this RHS as
the source term. However, the response to this source term component due to Eq.(28)









DKE for determining the gyro-phase-averaged velocity distribution, even if it may be a part





in the perpendicular particle/energy







a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
⟩
for the gyro-phase-averaged velocity distribution.
This integral of the anisotropic heating source term is calculated by the formulas19∫







































































































































is included in the Laguerre orders j = 0, 1 in Eqs.(43)-(44). This function will often





a)P2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff) d3v formulas. For the boundary condition at v = 0 as-







e)P2(ξ)Cef (feM, ff) d3v integrals of the e-f collision in injection
37




with k ≥ 2
that will be discussed in Sec.IV, this method needs appropriate polynomial expressions of
G (x), 3G (x)− 2√
π
xexp (−x2), and exp (−x2) that depend on the injection velocity vb. The
straightforward numerical integral is a method for handling arbitrary vb. For a qualitative
understanding, however, the following approximations for v2b ≪ 2Te/me also are useful:∫



























Here, τS ≡ 3mfmev 3Te/ (16
√
πe4Z2f ⟨ne⟩ lnΛfe) is the slowing down time that is already used in






e)P2(ξ)Cef (feM, ff) d3v integrals on the B-field











a)P2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
with j = 0, 1 of ions (a ̸= e,f) is shown in Fig.2. As understood by Eq.(12), this j = 1 integral
is determined by a velocity range 0 ≤ v ≲ vc of the slowing down velocity distribution and
must be included as a typical application example of Eqs.(5) and (16) of the adjoint equation






a)P2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff) d3v is only a contribution of
the thermal velocity region v2 ∼ 2Ti/ma and thus is negligibly smaller than the j = 0, 1
integrals. Since various approximations in Eqs.(1)-(2) become physically meaningless for
this thermal velocity region, this j = 2 integral is not shown. In Fig.2, these results of the













are given by Eq.(20). The assumed magnetic configurations and the plasma parameters are
chosen to be almost identical to those in Ref.9, and thus
B/B0 = 1− εt(s)cosθB + εt(s) (1− cosθB) cos (LθB −NζB) (47)
with L = 1, N = 4, and 0 ≤ εT ≤ 0.26 are used for the B-field strength. The e−+D++C6+
multi-ion-species plasma with Zeff = 1.9, Ti = Te = 0.5keV, ne = 1× 1019m−3 (resultant pa-
rameters in Eq.(2) are vc = 1.01Mm/s and Z2 = 3.70) that is sustained by a hydrogen beam
with mfv2b/2 = 27keV is assumed. Analogous to the previously investigated parallel momen-
tum input by the tangential NB injections, the dependence on εt is large when the energy











































a)P2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff)d3v with j = 0, 1 for D+ and D6+ in the model field Eq.(47). The
result is normalized by the calculation using Eq.(20) for b · ∇B = 0.
However, the contrasting fact is that the reduction of these second Legendre order moments
due to the B-field strength modulation is proportional to 1−⟨B⟩ /BM while the reduction of











This difference is due to a difference between f (odd)f that is limited to the pitch-angle range
λ ≤ 1 and f (even)f that is broadened to the full range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B as mentioned in Secs.I-II.






that is given as the response in the LHS of Eq.(42). Based
on past experimental and theoretical studies on the Shafranov shifts in the NBI-heated
plasmas7,8,10,11, we shall assume a possibility of
∣∣p∥f − p⊥f∣∣ ∼ pf ∼ pe ∼ ∑
a̸=e,f
pa, and investi-
gate the dependence of
∣∣⟨p∥a − p⊥a⟩∣∣ / ⟨pa⟩ ∼ (⟨pe⟩ / ⟨pa⟩) ∣∣⟨(p∥a − p⊥a)/B⟩ / ⟨(p∥f − p⊥f)/B⟩∣∣
in that condition on the plasma parameters (na, Ta) and the beam energy mfv2b/2. When








is insensitive to the plasma density, and the dependence on it is due to only a weak de-







of the electron anisotropy is insensitive also to the in-
jection velocity vb and the electron temperature ⟨Te⟩ as understood by the v2b ≪ 2Te/me
approximation in Eq.(46). Furthermore, the electron anisotropy ratio is small because












In contrast to this simple situation of the electron anisotropy, this kind of simple scal-






⟨na⟩, and the masses does not exist for
the anisotropic ion heating. Therefore, the anisotropy of the thermalized ions must be
investigated by the numerical solution of Eq.(42). The numerical examples of the ratio
(⟨pe⟩ / ⟨pa⟩)
∣∣⟨(p∥a − p⊥a)/B⟩ / ⟨(p∥f − p⊥f)/B⟩∣∣ of the thermalized ions a ̸= e,f together
with that of the electron are shown in Fig.3. The assumed B-field strength is εT = 0.1 in
Eq.(47). For investigating the temperature dependence, the other parameters are changed
from those in Fig.2, and thus we assume the e− + D+ + C6+ multi-ion-species plasmas
with ne = 1 × 1019m−3, Zeff = 1.9, and 0.2keV ≤ Ti = Te ≤ 5keV that are sustained by
a hydrogen beam with mfv2b/2 = 50keV. The critical velocity vc ∝ vTe in the fast ion
velocity distribution is varying in this temperature scan even though Z2 ∼= 3.7 is unchanged.
The relation of the injection and the critical velocities becomes vb ≈ vc at Te ≈ 5keV.
This numerical result indicates that ion anisotropy may become large for high-Ti con-
ditions (in particular, when vb ≈ vc) while the electrons’ anisotropy ratio is insensitive
to the temperature following the above scaling based on the v2b ≪ 2Te/me approxima-
tion of the source term. In these conditions, however, the ions’ anisotropy ratios are still
(⟨pe⟩ / ⟨pa⟩)
∣∣⟨(p∥a − p⊥a)/B⟩ / ⟨(p∥f − p⊥f)/B⟩∣∣ < 10−2 and thus they can be regarded as
isotropic-pressure species for the MHD equilibrium, the DKE Eq.(21), and the classical dif-


























FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the anisotropy ratios
(⟨pe⟩ / ⟨pa⟩)
∣∣⟨(p∥a − p⊥a)/B⟩ / ⟨(p∥f − p⊥f)/B⟩∣∣. The assumed B-field strength is Eq.(47)
with εt = 0.1, and the beam injection energy is 50keV.
of
∫







< 0 in these investigated cases. This is a contrasting
characteristic compared with the electron heating and the previously investigated beam
driven flows. The anisotropy of the thermalized ions tends to cancel that of fast ions in the
slow velocity range v < vc.
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IV. FLOW AND FRICTION MOMENTS IN PARALLEL AND
PERPENDICULAR DIRECTIONS
In this section, we shall develop a method to obtain friction integrals including the















, and the perpendicular

































Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v (with j = 0, 1) of fast ions. The fast ion friction
integrals should be obtained not by Eq.(2) but by the standard formula of the test particle
portion Cfb (ff, fbM). For obtaining the fast ions’ gyro-phase-averaged slowing down velocity
distribution function f f (x, v, σ, λ) that should be
∣∣∣f (l≥1)f ∣∣∣ ≪ f (l=0)f (an isotropic structure
in the pitch-angle space) and
∣∣∣∂2f (l=0)f /∂v2∣∣∣ /f (l=0)f ≪ mf/Ti (a flat energy space structure)
at the thermalized energy range v2 ∼ 2Ti/mf, Eq.(2) includes some minor modifications to
the standard formula (mainly, (mfvα/Te + ∂/∂vα) ff ∼= mfvαff/Te for the f-e collision and
(mfv/Ti + ∂/∂v) ff ∼= mfvff/Ti for the f-i collisions). After determining such f f (x, v, σ, λ)
based on Eqs.(1) and (2), various collision integrals such as the momentum/energy trans-










particle fueling to the thermalized ion species with ma = mf and ea = ef should be cal-
culated by the standard formulae. A difference between Eq.(2) and the standard formula
in the energy transfer mf
∫
v2Cfa (ff, faM) d3v = −ma
∫
v2Caf (faM, ff) d3v and the physi-











Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v will be shown in
this section. Most of the required friction integral formulas are already shown in Ref.19
except this Gf. It is obtained by using
∫
































2dy. Firstly, the parallel friction for the P-S
diffusions is considered. From the viewpoint of a consistency with the P-S current in the
MHD equilibrium, the first order Legendre moment
∫ 1
−1 ξf f1dξ of f f1 as the first order of


























For general particle species a in general toroidal plasmas, the response to (vda · ∇s) ∂f
(even)
a /∂s







particle/energy balance equation (corresponding to the well-know bootstrap current). This
generation also should be investigated for fusion-born fast ions,24 and thus a calculation
method for non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron plasmas will be reported in a separated
article. For the NB-produced fast ions in the tangential NBI operations, however, the







as the response to the fast ion source term that is already in-
vestigated for non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron configurations in Ref.9. Therefore the
integration constant in the first order of ρf/Lr is neglected here. Basically, the parallel fric-


















in the RHS in Eq.(49), an analytical solution that can be
commonly used for this purpose in general toroidal configurations is already known.9 The




with k ≥ −2
is easy and straightforward, and supports the validity of the analytical expression. However,





cannot be given by this method since it is

































with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6 as
∫∞
0
dv integrals of Eq.(49), and use Eqs.(5) and (16) for obtaining⟨∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v/B
⟩
/ ⟨B−1⟩ in this RHS. The numerical differential of the radial distri-




/ ⟨B−1⟩ will be adequate for this
purpose since the poloidal/toroidal variations of the NB-produced fast ions’ anisotropy in
the tangential NBI operations are
∫
vkP2(ξ)ffd3v ∝ B(θ, ζ)±1 at most. As shown below,
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the required friction integrals are obtained by using only these radial gradients.
The approximated friction formulas for thermalized ions use an approximation G(xb) ∼=
(2x2b)
−1 for the situation
∣∣∣∂f (l=2)f /∂s∣∣∣≪ ∣∣∣∂f (l=0)f /∂s∣∣∣ at v2 ∼ 2Ti/mf as follows:
ma
∫
vξCaf (faM, ff) d3v = −mf
∫











































Caf (faM, ff) d3v = 0 for j ≥ 2.
(51)
These are obtained by using only
∫







For the approximated friction formulas for electrons, we shall basically use the first three



















Therefore, the e-f friction integrals are given by
me
∫
vξCef (feMff) d3v = −mf
∫
















































































When vb/vTe < 0.8, the e-f friction integrals can be obtained by these formulas that require
only
∫






with k = 2, 4, 6. When more
accurate calculations for a wide range of vb/vTe ratio are required, it is better to obtain these











−1 ξf fdξ ∝ v




















































































This formula converges to the first three terms in the power series expression of F (xe) when
(vb/vTe)
2 ≪ 1. (The purpose for which we consider a calculation method of
∫
vk−1ξf f1d3v
with k = 4, 6 below is not in these integrals themselves with large k values but in the e-
f friction integrals where the weighting of the high energy range v ∼ vb is reduced.) A





Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v of the fast ions themselves is already obvious
because of the momentum conserving relations in Eqs.(51) and (52). The formula for the
energy weighted friction integral Gf is obtained by summing Eq.(48), and using Φ (xb) ∼= 1,
G (xb) ∼= (2x2b)







































with k = −1, 1, 4, 6. For
covering a wide range of the vb/vTe ratio only by these limited integrals, the Chandrasekhar








































Although Φ (xe) + 2G (xe) can be retained in the f-e collision integral itself, this term is





Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v integral formula. Therefore, an essential dif-
ference between the
∫




exists only in the last term ∝ 4Ti/ (mfv2) in Eq.(54) originated in collisions with thermalized
ions b ̸= e,f. In the straightforward use of the standard formula instead of Eq.(2), ff at
mfv










transport of this thermalized energy range must be handled in the kinetic equation for the
thermalized ion species with ma = mf and ea = ef, and the ff (v2 ∼ 2Ti/mf) has only a role
as a particle source to that species. Therefore, Eq.(2) overestimating the contribution of
mfv
2 ∼ 4Ti/ (3 + Z2) is not used for the purpose of the P-S and the classical energy diffusions.
On the parallel flow moments given by Eq.(50) and the resultant parallel friction in-
tegrals, it also should be noted that, when the first order of (vτS)−1 that will appear
in the straightforward solving procedure of Eq.(1) (i.e., the procedure of Cordey men-
tioned in the introduction) is included, the real space structure of parallel flow moments
will deviate from the form ∝ Ũ . Although the parallel particle flux given by k = 2
of Eq.(51) has this form for the consistency with the J-vector field in the MHD equilib-
rium, other parallel flow moments k ̸= 2 can deviate from this form without any incon-






̸= 0 that consists of
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ being
∝ (vτS)−1 in Eq.(18) and with the anti-symmetric phase F (−θ,−ζ) = −F (θ, ζ) is obvi-









a)P2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
⟩
with j = 0, 1 in the DKE for thermalized











̸= 0 in the DKE term balance
is large for k ∼ −1 and small for k ≥ 2. These results suggest that the
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ with







as the parallel viscosity force of the fast ions
themselves.9 Therefore, k ≥ 2 of Eq.(50) determined by the full energy range 0 ≤ v ≤ vb
is basically correct even when the first order of (vτS)−1 is included. The deviation may
appear in integrals that are determined only by the limited energy range v ≲ vc such as the
momentum exchange between the fast and the thermalized ions in Eq.(51). Even in this low
energy range, the
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ in Eq.(1) is estimated to be small by the following comparison
of
∫ 1




f f1 = −vdf · ∇f
(even)





















Sf(s, v, σ, λ)dξ −
⟨∫ 1
−1
Sf(s, v, σ, λ)dξ
⟩) (56)
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that determines the response to vdf · ∇f
(even)
f . Hereafter, the covariant expression of the
B-vector field

















−1 Sf(s, v, σ, λ)dξ
⟩
that includes the particle source to the
thermalized ion species with ma = mf and ea = ef. This averaged term balances not with the
operator V∥f f but with ∂∂tna +
∂
∂V
⟨naua · ∇V ⟩ of that ion species at the thermalized energy












after following investigation on the energy space struc-





−1 f fdξ, fbM
)
, because these are oscillating functions in
the (θ, ζ) space with the symmetric and the anti-symmetric phases F (−θ,−ζ) = F (θ, ζ),
F (−θ,−ζ) = −F (θ, ζ), respectively. Since the purpose of this comparison is in the mo-




















dv of individual thermalized target particle species




















































































































































This calculation also includes the function
∫ x
0







a)P2(ξ)Cab (faM, fb) d3v integrals in Sec.III. In the second equality for
cases of ff (v2 ∼ 2Ti/mf) = 0, the first term including the
∫ xa
0
y4exp (−y2) dy that gives




















exists in the second term ∝ exp (−x2a) making a negative contribution. The existence of the




at v2 > 2Ti/mf, which must be handled
by the fast ions’ DKE Eq.(1) with the collision term Eq.(2), will be indicated by the positive
contribution of the first term. On the other hand, the second term ∝ exp (−x2a) in the in-
tegrals for the thermalized ions a ̸= e,f is only a contribution of the ff (v2 ∼ 2Ti/ma) at the
thermalized energy range. When this integral formula is used for the purpose of Eq.(56),
this contribution corresponds to the possibility of small poloidal and toroidal variations





⟨naua · ∇V ⟩.
We shall exclude this term ∝ exp (−x2a) with a ̸= e,f. Eq.(5) of the adjoint equation






integral of Eq.(56) is used. The boundary condition at v = 0 required
for this calculation is automatically satisfied by straightforward calculations of the functions
G(x) and 3G (x)− 2√
π







fA0 = H0(v) (1/B − ⟨1/B⟩) /τS for the lowest Legendre order l = 0 is easy and
straightforward, and the solution is











































































































































≈ 0 at v3 ≫ v3c
indicates that the first Legendre order of the velocity distribution
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ and the lowest






dξ in Eq.(1) are generated mainly in
the relatively low energy range v ≲ vc. This scaling on the B-field strength modulation ∝ 1−
















in Eq.(18) are proportional to the field strength modu-
lation as shown in Fig.2. Although the fast ion source term being ∝ δ (v − vb) in Eq.(56)
and in resultant Eq.(61) balances not with the operator V∥f f but with the collision term∑
b ̸=f
Cfb (ff, fbM) only, as a result of this balance, poloidal and toroidal variations of the
source term make analogous variations of the collision term at the slowing down energy
range v < vb (mainly v < vc) that balance with V∥f f. Eq.(61) includes this effect of the
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source term. When this equation is calculated for the friction collisions between the fast
and the thermalized ions a ̸= e,f, this source term contribution is only a minor compo-
nent in the B · ∇
{∫
ξG (xa) f fd3v/B
}
. For friction collisions between the electrons and




Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v = 0, and thus the second term as the source term effect is





, the comparison of Eqs.(56) and (57) requires an assumption









. When this collision term is generated at
the low energy range v ≲ vc as discussed above, because of the “parallel force balance”that














































will be appropriate. Then this quantity is compared with the radial gradient effect in

























































































dv for electrons a = e
(63)
with the minor radius r that can be obtained by analytical integral formulas as already





































By this method, we can confirm that the contribution of the slowing down collision in Eq.(56)
is smaller than the radial gradient effect in Eq.(57) by factors of 10−5 ∼ 10−4 in conditions
assumed in Refs.6 and 9 and this paper. In spite of this large value of the diamagnetic flux
divergence effect, it is irrelative to the surface-averaged DKE term balances such as Eqs.(18)
and (61) in configurations with the stellarator symmetry B(−θ,−ζ) = B(θ, ζ) within an
accuracy neglecting ∂ ⟨nfuf · ∇V ⟩ /∂V in the particle balance and ∂ ⟨Qf · ∇V ⟩ /∂V in the
energy balance for the fast ions themselves. Because of this difference between the two types
of the parallel flow generations, the procedure in Sec.II neglects this diamagnetic (perpen-

















B/ ⟨B2⟩ ∝ Ũ determined
by Eq.(49) and can neglect Eq.(56) in the DKEs for thermalized particle species a ̸= f (the




















a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v for the ther-

















. However, this variation is smaller






in Eq.(A6) that should be removed in Eq.(21). Therefore,






a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v





Next, the perpendicular flow moments
∫
v⊥v
k−2f̃fd3v with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6 of the gyro-
phase-dependent part of the fast ion velocity distribution for the perpendicular friction
integrals in the classical diffusions must be considered. For consistency in the construction
of the flux-surface coordinates systems that is mentioned in the introduction (i.e., ∇ ·B =
∇ · J = B · ∇s = J · ∇s = 0 is assumed), we shall derive the perpendicular particle flux
nfu⊥f ≡
∫
v⊥f̃fd3v as a component of the perpendicular current by using a component of
∇· (pfI+ πf) that satisfies ∇· (nfuf) = 0 and nfuf ·∇s = 0. It also should be noted that the













a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v and the current J⊥.
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Therefore the radial pressure gradient




























is used for the perpendicular particle flux. The friction integrals also are obtained by using∫
v⊥v













with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6, which are generalizations of the method for the current. In contrast
to the parallel flow moments
∫
v∥v
k−2f f1d3v, here we should include the field curvature
effect b · ∇b ∼= ∇⊥ lnB in the CGL tensor formula that we did not handle explicitly for
∇⊥f f in the fast ion DKE. The perpendicular component of the
∫
vvk−2d3v integral of the


































































In this determination of
∫
v⊥v




Cfb (ff, fb)d3v are neglected since efc−1B/mf ≫ 1/τS, and the perpendicular
electric field term (∇⊥Φ) · ∂ff/∂v also is neglected by a reason noted on Eq.(1). These
perpendicular gradient forces are given by a generalization of usual formulas for the CGL
tensors πa = (p∥a − p⊥a) (bb− I/3) and ra − raI = (r∥a − r⊥a) (bb− I/3) to k = −1, 1, 6.





v2I/3 + v2P2(ξ) (bb− I/3) neglects a possibility of non-diagonal elements in the tensors∫
vk−2vvffd3v. Although the co-existence of the large first Legendre order in the gyro-
phase-averaged part
∫ 1







may generate these non-diagonal elements (since ξP 11 (ξ) cosϕ = 13P
1
2 (ξ) cosϕ), this method
for ∇ ·
∫
vk−2vvffd3v with k ≥ 1, where the full energy range 0 ≤ v ≤ vb contribute to









uf · ∇uf − u∥f · ∇u∥f
)
+ u∥f∇ · (nfu⊥f) is negligible in comparison with the pressure
gradient ∇pf even in the unbalanced tangential NBI operations giving mfnfu2∥f ∼ pf. It
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3v as in Sec.II and Appendix A (not mf
∫ ∣∣v∥ − u∥f∣∣2 ffd3v) for including
the parallel flow curvature effect nfu∥f · ∇u∥f in the viscosity tensor term ∇ · πf instead of
the explicit calculation of the flow vector field nfu∥f in this force term ∇ ·
∫
vvffd3v. In the
extension of this method to k = −1 where ∇ ·
∫
v−3vvffd3v must be handled, we should
recall that the high-energy region v > vc of both the gyro-phase-averaged distribution f f
and the gyro-phase-dependent component f̃f cannot effectively contribute to the integral∫
v−3vvffd3v. The neglect of the possibility of the non-diagonal elements in it is justified for
situations of
∣∣∣∫ v⊥v−3f̃fd3v∣∣∣ ∣∣∫ v∥v−3f fd3v∣∣≪ (∫ v−2ffd3v)2, and this condition is satisfied
when the radial gradient scale length is mfc
efB
vc ≪
∣∣∇ln ∫ v−2ffd3v∣∣−1. As a result of the field
curvature b · ∇b = ∇⊥ lnB, the perpendicular flow integrals
∫
v⊥v
k−2f̃fd3v consist of two









vvk−2ffd3v = 0 as a sum of this perpendicular component and the parallel






× B that does not
cause the divergence.
Therefore the inclusion of the fast ions’ anisotropy in the P-S and the classical diffusions





−1, 1, 2, 4, 6. Here we show some numerical examples on the configuration dependences of
these quantities in Fig.4. The assumed magnetic field and the plasma parameters are those in










are shown. The collision integral
⟨∫
x2aP2(ξ)Caf (faM, ff) d3v/B
⟩





in Fig.4 have analogous configuration dependence
since they are obtained by an analogous energy space weighting. The deviation of the ra-
tios from the unity is proportional to 1 − ⟨B⟩ /BM. Although this scaling on the B-field
strength is different from that of the previously investigated parallel momentum input, the
dependence on the energy space weighting vk indicates an analogous physical process. The
reason for this scaling on the field strength modulation has already been stated in previous
sections. In the tangential NBIs, this reduction of
∫ 1
−1 ξf fdξ and/or
∫ 1
−1 P2(ξ)f fdξ caused by
the parallel guding center motion conserving the magnetic moment is important for a slow
velocity range v ≲ vc where the velocity distribution is broadened in the pitch-angle space,






































integrals for the model field
Eq.(47). The result is normalized by the calculation using Eq.(20) for b · ∇B = 0.
around the injection pitch-angle. This characteristic of f f(x, v, σ, λ) gives the dependence
on vk in Fig.4.






/∂s in both Eq.(50)
and the gyro-phase-dependent component of the distribution mfc
efB



















Cfb (ff, fbM)d3v, the aforementioned analytical solution is used. The radial
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π/2)G (xe) + v3c







π/2)G (xe) + v3c
H (vb − v)×[
∂ ln (S0τS)
∂s





π/2)G (xe) + v3c







πG (xe)− 2xeexp (−x2e)
v2vTe(3
√
π/2)G (xe) + v3c
]
.
Within the aforementioned accuracy neglecting ∂ ⟨nfuf · ∇V ⟩ /∂V and ∂ ⟨Qf · ∇V ⟩ /∂V +







field strength modulation B (θ, ζ) on the flux-surfaces.
V. DISCUSSION
Since this work was conducted assuming the tangential NBI operations, analogous to
Refs.9, 20, and 21, the 0th order of ρf/Lr ∝ ⟨B⟩−1 in the fast ion velocity distribu-









b × ∇lnB is excluded. In other different injection conditions
causing the beam ionization at the deeply trapped pitch-angle range,34 together with the
radial drift velocity vdf · ∇s that is investigated in Sec.IV, the poloidal precession of the
deeply trapped particles in κ2 ≤ 1 due to ∂εH/∂s and ∂εT/∂s also will be required.25 In this
injection method, however, the injection energy will be chosen to be low. As a result of the
strong pitch-angle-scattering collision in the slow velocity range v < vc, the anisotropy can-
not become so large. Rather than this situation, the present study is focused on tangential
NBI operations with the injection energies of v2c < v2b ≲ 2Te/me where the contribution of
the high-energy range v > vc of the fast ions’ velocity distribution, for which the slowing
down is the dominant collision process, to the pressure anisotropy p∥f > p⊥f is large. In the
low energy range, this velocity distribution is broadened to the full pitch-angle range be-
cause of the PAS collision, and the calculation of the anisotropy (the second Legendre order)
requires this full range. For the purpose of the surface-averaged velocity space integrals such




in the tangential NBIs, however, only the
solution of the adjoint equation at the circulating pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is required.
The −c∇Φ×B/B2 precession and the collisionless detrapping/retrapping of the low-energy
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trapped particles in κ2 ≤ 1 are implicitly allowed in this adjoint equation method. In
actual experimental conditions, the velocity space loss region25 is often eliminated by this
mechanism. This is another reason for which the direct solving for the DKE for f (even)f




integrals includes the previously known analytical solution in Ref.28 as a limit of B = BM.
The deviation of the actual integrals from this limit was proportional to 1− ⟨B⟩ /BM. This
is a contrasting appearance of the parallel guding center motion effect compared with that
in the previously investigated parallel momentum input (especially that for thermalized






⟩−1 dλ. (Note also









in Eq.(18) and the results of Eq.(20)
where this term is neglected.) This difference is caused by the fact that the full pitch-angle
range 0 ≤ λ ≤ BM/B determines the anisotropy, while the momentum input is determined
only by the circulating pitch-angle range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.




integrals in Sec.II, we
applied this method for the anisotropic heating analysis of the thermalized target plasma




















, and thus a precedent cal-


















, and ⟨J ·B⟩, and to the poloidal and the toroidal varia-

























, this newly added source term does not
generate velocity distribution components nor collision terms concerning these transport
fluxes. Another contrasting situation in this anisotropic heating analysis is that the alge-
braic conversion of the DKE as an integro-differential equation including the full linearized
collision operator for the second Legendre order l = 2 does not require any contribution
of the operator V∥. When solving the parallel force balance equation in the previously
investigated part, the parallel viscosity matrix Maj+1,k+1 for the parallel flow moments
was essentially required together with the friction matrix labj+1,k+1 since the latter matrix
does not have its inverse matrix because of the momentum conserving and Galilean in-
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variant property of the Coulomb collision. This viscosity matrix corresponded to a part
of the V∥ operator. In the anisotropic heating analysis, this kind of role of the V∥ is not
essential since the collisional anisotropy relaxation matrix (Appendix B) has its inverse






a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v in-









≈ 3× 10−5 for electrons (Zeff = 1.9) and
(⟨pe⟩ / ⟨pa⟩)
∣∣⟨(p∥a − p⊥a)/B⟩ / ⟨(p∥f − p⊥f)/B⟩∣∣ < 10−2 for thermalized ions a ̸= e,f (even
when vb ∼ vc) in typical operational conditions (assumed in Refs.6 and 9). Although these
ratios must be confirmed for individual experimental conditions, if these small values are
obtained, these thermalized species can be regarded as the “isotropic-pressure”species in
all of the parallel and perpendicular currents in the MHD equilibrium, the radial gradient
term (vda · ∇s) ∂faM/∂s in the DKEs, and the classical diffusions. Even though a relation






is not generally guaranteed for the NB-produced fast ions,






can be neglected in these radial gradient calculations in
many practical cases.
In Sec.IV, the adjoint equation method was applied for the perpendicular friction and the
poloidal/toroidal variations of the parallel friction causing the classical and the P-S radial dif-












a)Caf (faM, ff) d3v
(j ≤ 2) including the fast ion velocity distribution ff (x,v) must be obtained by substi-
tuting the distribution function directly into these integral formulas explained in Refs.9
and 19 since the conventional methods for thermal-thermal collisions such as the Bragin-
skii’s matrix expression cannot be applicable for this function. The radial gradient of the






/∂s can be handled by this direct substituting, since an
analytical expression of it that is applicable for general toroidal configurations is already










. Therefore, we shall apply this method for obtaining nu-





with k = −1, 1, 2, 4, 6. The P-S and the
classical diffusions are obtained by summing these differentials, and the fast ions’ particle
flux nfuf ≡
∫
vffd3v in the perpendicular and the P-S parallel currents also is obtained
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the absolute value of the aforementioned deviation ∝ 1 − ⟨B⟩ /BM depends on the energy
space weighting vk, and this dependence indicates that the parallel guididng center motion
effect is important in lower energy ranges where the ff (x,v) is broadened in the pitch-angle
space. This dependence on the energy space weighting is analogous to that in the previous
momentum input calculation.
In addition to these surface-averaged effects of the anisotropy, the parallel viscosity
forces ⟨B · ∇ · πf⟩ = −
⟨
(p∥f − p⊥f)B · ∇lnB
⟩
, ⟨B · ∇ · rf⟩ = −
⟨
(r∥f − r⊥f)B · ∇lnB
⟩
of
the fast ions themselves caused by the poloidal and toroidal variations of the anisotropy
are the other effect of the anisotropy. The previous investigation on the momentum
input by the unbalanced tangential NBIs clarified also the existence of these parallel
forces.9 The poloidally and toroidally varying anisotropy included there will simultane-


























that are defined there. Since these
anisotropies p∥f − p⊥f, r∥f − r⊥f themselves were not determined directly in this previous
investigation, an appropriate calculation method for these radial transport fluxes is a future
theme. Since these quantities also are definite integrals of the fast ions’ velocity distribution
in the 4D space (θ, ζ, v, ξ), the adjoint equation method will be a convenient and powerful
method also for this purpose. In contrast to the P-S and the classical diffusion being the
intrinsically ambipolar transport process, this viscosity-driven transport is non-ambipolar
and must be included in the determination of the ambipolar potential by the ambipolar
























in the tangential NBIs is that the former is the dominant loss at
the high-energy range while the latter is substantially generated in a relatively low-energy
range v ≲ vc of the ff (x,v) since the finite B-field modulation effect causing ⟨B · ∇ · πf⟩,
⟨B · ∇ · rf⟩ is important in that energy range where the ff (x,v) is broadened to a wide
range of the pitch-angle space. The determination of the 0th order of ρf/Lr based on Eq.(1)
is justified when the total particle/energy losses ∂ ⟨Γf · ∇V ⟩ /∂V , ∂ ⟨Qf · ∇s⟩ /∂V , which
are sums of these transport processes with different roles, are small compared with the fast
ion source term. These issues will be studied and reported in a separated article.
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Appendix A: The perpendicular and the parallel particle/energy fluxes of
species with non-negligible anisotropies
In this Appendix, we shall summarize the determination of the perpendicular parti-







v2d3v (energy balance), and
∫
vv2d3v (energy weighted
force balance) integrals of the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation analogous to Ref.9. The
steady-state (∂ (naua) /∂t = 0, ∂Qa/∂t = 0) force balance equations are given by
∇ · (paI+ πa)− eana
(






















3v, Qa ≡ (ma/2)
∫
vv2fad3v, and the CGL tensors πa = (p∥a−p⊥a) (bb− I/3)
and ra − raI = (r∥a − r⊥a) (bb− I/3) including p⊥a ≡ ma
∫




3v, pa ≡ (2p⊥a + p∥a)/3, r⊥a ≡ (ma/2)
∫




and ra ≡ (2r⊥a + r∥a)/3. The perpendicular forces caused by these tensors are



















Next, the steady-state (∂pa/∂t = 0 ) energy balance equation is








Cab (fa, fb). When using this equation for the purpose of the parallel
energy flux divergence ∇ ·Q∥a, the surface-averaged component
∂
∂V













+ other source/loss terms,
(A6)
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which is given by using the Gauss’ theorem for the volume V enclosed by the flux-surface











0. Although the source/loss terms and the collision term in this RHS also must be
separated from the DKE for thermalized particles (Eq.(21)), this RHS is included in
the DKE for the fast ions (Eq.(1)) since the main purpose of this equation is in the
balance of the fast ion source term and the slowing down collision term. Neverthe-
less, the separation of ∂ ⟨Qa · ∇V ⟩ /∂V is commonly required for these general DKEs.
Analogously, ⟨∇ · (naua)⟩ = ∂ ⟨naua · ∇V ⟩ /∂V must be removed in the particle bal-
ance for the purpose of the determination of the steady-state gyro-phase-averaged dis-
tribution. For the thermalized particles handled by Eq.(21), the heating energy in-
put by the fast ions
∫
v2Caf (faM, ff) d3v and/or the electron-ion temperature relaxation
me
∫
v2Cea (feM, faM) d3v = −ma
∫
v2Cae (faM, feM) d3v = −6neτ−1ea (me/ma) (Te − Ta) for
a ̸= e,f is included in the RHS of Eq.(A6). The contribution of the electrostatic po-
tential in the LHS is that for cases with |∇s×B · ∇Φ| ≪ 2Ta |e−1a ∇s×B · ∇lnB| ⇔
cB−2 |∇s×B · ∇Φ| ≪ |vda · ∇s| in the DKEs for thermalized particles (the potential
is almost a surface-quantity). Analogous to Ref.9, it also is assumed that the induc-
tive electric field, which is retained only for the confirmation of the Onsager symmetric





B/ ⟨B2⟩. Therefore, we shall calculate fundamentally









The local collisional energy exchange between the species due to the poloidal/toroidal vari-
ations of the lowest Legendre order
∫
v2Ca(fa)d3v may be important for the P-S diffusion
calculation of multi-ion-species plasmas in an extremely collisional condition17 and the fast
ions’ slowing down process discussed in Sec.II. By using Eqs.(A1)-(A2), the perpendicular







































In these perpendicular fluxes for the purpose of the parallel flux divergences ∇· (nau∥a) and
∇ · Q∥a, the perpendicular friction forces F⊥a1 and G⊥a (i.e., collision effects against the
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gyro-motion) are neglected since efc−1B/mf ≫ 1/τS for fast ions and eac−1B ≫ |laa22 | /na for
thermalized particles where laa22 is the friction coefficient.17. The divergences of Eqs.(A8-A9)
given by ∇· (H∇F ×B) = ∇F ×B ·∇H −H 4π
c
J ·∇F for arbitrary scalar quantities F (x),
H(x) are
∇ · (nau⊥a) = −
c
2ea
∇(p⊥a + p∥a)×B · ∇
1
B2









∇(r⊥a + r∥a)×B · ∇
1
B2














∇(r⊥a + r∥a)×B · ∇
1
B2















Even though p⊥a+p∥a, (p⊥a−p∥a)/B2, r⊥a+r∥a, and (r⊥a−r∥a)/B2 of individual species are
not always constant on the flux-surfaces s = const, and the J⊥ vector also sometimes may
deviate from the surfaces (i.e., J · ∇s ̸= 0), the HJ · ∇F in ∇ · (H∇F ×B) was neglected
by a low-beta approximation. On the other hand, the second term in ∇ ·Q∥a in Eq.(A7) is












because of Eq.(8). Therefore, the first and the second terms in Eq.(A7) become













































for the steady-state conditions with ∂na/∂t = 0 and ∂pa/∂t = 0. Components corresponding
to ∂ ⟨naua · ∇V ⟩ /∂V and ∂ ⟨Qa · ∇V ⟩ /∂V +ea ⟨naua · ∇Φ⟩ must be removed. For thermal-
ized particles, this is one reason for which we cannot retain the full terms in Eq.(6) that
reproduces the electric field term in Eq.(A13). The differential operator vda · ∇ with the






b × ∇lnB also cannot be
used for the full part of the velocity distribution fa (x,v) because of this solubility condition.
When the electrostatic potential is a constant on the surfaces, such parallel flux divergences
guaranteeing the solubility condition by the theorem ⟨∇s×B · ∇F ⟩ = 0 for arbitrary scalar
































































For the diamagnetic flux divergences, this approximation is due to a relation between the















should be noted that the poloidal/toroidal variations
∣∣(p⊥a + p∥a)/ ⟨p⊥a + p∥a⟩− 1∣∣ and∣∣(r⊥a + r∥a)/ ⟨r⊥a + r∥a⟩− 1∣∣ of individual species in stellarator/heliotron plasmas are not
always the first order of ρa/Lr ∝ ⟨B⟩−1 but often can become ∼ {(BM −Bmin) / (BM +Bmin)}3/2 ∝
⟨B⟩0 because of the collisionless detrapping ν regime ripple diffusion of light low-Z species,27
the resonant viscosity of heavy impurity ions,5,32 and the P-S diffusions of impure plasmas.
In spite of this fact, these variations are not taken into account at least in these diamagnetic
flux divergences and the corresponding DKE term (vda · ∇s) ∂faM/∂s. From the view-
point of the drift approximation, this neglect corresponds to a relation |vda · ∇fa1| ≪∣∣(V∥ + VE) fa1∣∣ for the poloidally and toroidally varying gyro-phase-averaged distribu-
tions fa(x, v, ξ) = faM(s, v) + fa1(x, v, ξ) in the ambipolar conditions with ∂Φ/∂s ̸= 0.





> 0, it also is noteworthy that these divergence terms do not
always require rigorous surface-averages of p⊥a + p∥a and r⊥a + r∥a themselves but require
the substantial radial gradients of them that are consistent with the perpendicular parti-
cle/energy fluxes nau⊥a, Q⊥a, and the parallel force balance including the field curvature ef-






< 0 for example,
























In Eq.(A15), the surface-average of the neglected component of the electric field term




= (B × ∇s) · ∇B−2


























































= 0 as a part of the definition of Ũ , and the aforementioned






= 0 is used. Therefore the neglected








∂Φ/∂V in Eq.(A6). Analogously,
by using the Gauss’ theorem9
⟨∇ · (H∇F ×B)⟩ = ∂
∂V
⟨H∇F ×B · ∇V ⟩
= − ∂
∂V
⟨H∇V ×B · ∇F ⟩ = ∂
∂V
⟨F∇V ×B · ∇H⟩ ,
(A17)
we can confirm the fact that the surface-averages of the diamagnetic terms in Eqs.(A10-

















/∂V . Further linearization for the ∇Φ×B · ∇ terms by
∇s×B · ∇ na
B2







∇s×B · ∇ pa
B2







corresponds to the approximation of the E × B effect in the DKE using V DKESE for
































gdθdζ for actual geometrical shapes of the flux-surfaces cor-
responds to a condition where we can regard the gradients as those of isotropic-pressure
species for all of the force balances in the MHD equilibrium, the classical diffusions, and
the DKE for determining the gyro-phase-averaged distribution. The radial gradient term




/∂s in the DKE also can be regarded as those of isotropic velocity distribu-













> 0 in the parallel force balance including b ·∇ lnB. Since
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the geometrical shapes of the surfaces are not essential for the DKE described by using the
flux-surface coordinates, however, this judgment does not always require the usual surface-
averaging. The required inputs for the DKE from the equilibrium configuration calculation
are only some surface-quantities (χ′, ψ′, Bζ , Bθ) and the field strength B (s, θ, ζ) in the con-
travariant and the covariant expressions of the B-field.3,9,27 Based on this fact, one insistence
of Ref.3 is that results for quasi-symmetric fields and geometrically symmetric fields must be
identical. In this kind of theory for the gyro-phase-averaged velocity distributions, the ap-
pearance of the ⟨·⟩ in various derivation steps in various formulas usually corresponds to the
use of the theorems ⟨HB · ∇F ⟩ = −⟨FB · ∇H⟩, or ⟨H∇s×B · ∇F ⟩ = −⟨F∇s×B · ∇H⟩,
or ⟨∇ · F⊥⟩ = ∂ ⟨F⊥ · ∇V ⟩ /∂V . For example, the solving procedure in Sec.II is based on a
theorem ⟨HB · ∇F ⟩ = −⟨FB · ∇H⟩. However, to judge whether the radial gradient term in
the DKE or corresponding diamagnetic flux divergences in Eqs.(A14-A15) can be regarded
as those of isotropic-pressure species is irrelative to these theorems. Furthermore, some
solving procedures for the DKE essentially require Fourier expansions in the Boozer coordi-
nates system with the Jacobian √gB = (V ′/4π2) ⟨B2⟩ /B2. In the P-S diffusion calculation,
for example, linear algebraic equations of the Fourier-Laguerre expansion coefficients are
used for including the field particle portion Cab (faM, fb1), and this procedure is possible for
non-symmetric stellarator/heliotron plasmas with finite radial electric fields ∂Φ/∂s ̸= 0 only
when the Boozer coordinates system is adopted. In addition to this example, it is known
from past experiences that this coordinates system is suited for Fourier series expressions of
various quantities in stellarator/heliotron plasmas rather than other coordinates systems.35






−π FdθBdζB = ⟨B
2F ⟩ / ⟨B2⟩ for the (θB, ζB) space for this judgment on
the characteristic of p⊥a + p∥a, (p⊥a − p∥a)/B2, r⊥a + r∥a, and (r⊥a − r∥a)/B2. As a result,


















For the perpendicular particle/energy fluxes and the resultant classical diffusions in this





with k = 2, 4 in
(∇ · πa)⊥ /B2 and {∇ · (ra − raI)}⊥ /B2.
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Appendix B: The Braginskii’s matrix elements for the anisotropy relaxation










0 (j ̸= k)







of the Sonine polynomials L(5/2)j (x2), the polynomial expansion of the second Legendre order

























The lowest order term in this series is the pressure anisotropy p2a0 = (p∥a−p⊥a)/ ⟨pa⟩. There
are two methods for obtaining the anisotropy relaxation matrix elements for the algebraic
handling of these expansion coefficients p2aj. One method is explained in Ref.36, and the
other method is to combine formulas for
∫





a)Cab (faM, fb) d3v, and
∫∞
0
x2n−1a Φ(xb)exp (−x2a) dxa in Refs.9 and 19.
Result for the diagonal part (ions) in Eq.(42) corresponding to
∑
b
Cab (fa1, fbM)+Caa (faM, fa1)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































with me/mb = 0, and
vTa/vTe = vTe/vTe must be omitted. The matrix elements for the field particle portion

































































































































































































































Since faM ∝ exp (−x2a) and xa ≡ v/
√
2 ⟨Ti⟩ /ma ≡ v/vTa of ions in this paper are defined






⟨na⟩ as stated in the
introduction, (vTb/vTa)2 = ma/mb is used for the ion velocity ratios in these derivations.
As a result, the matrix in Eq.(42) is symmetric because of the self-adjoint property of
of the Coulomb collision operator with the linearization using this faM with the common
temperature.
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